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Preface

Over the past decades, nanomaterials are at the leading edge of the rapidly
developing field of nanotechnology both in scientific knowledge and in
commercial applications. Their unique size-dependent properties make these
materials have enormous potential as novel probe candidates in biochemical
analysis. Therefore, different types of nanomaterials have been engineered to
assemble biomolecules to construct novel molecular probes, named as nano-bio
probe. Nano-bio probe combines the advanages both: the specific recognition and
catalytic properties of biomaterials and the unique optical, electronic, thermal, and
catalytic functions of nanomaterials. In recent years, the nano-bio probe is
becoming increasingly popular as a routine bioassay, which could have compa-
rable or even better sensitivity and selectivity to conventional molecular probe, not
only for developing analytical and monitoring devices, but also for molecular-
scale bioreactors. As expected, it has extended the limits of current molecular
probes in biochemical analysis. We wrote this book with two goals: first to provide
the reader with a brief overview of nano-bio probe design and application from
different aspects, and second to try to introduce our group’s work in this exciting
field. We wish this book will be helpful to those who with closely related with
research interests.

Bang-Ce Ye
Min Zhang

Bin-Cheng Yin
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Chapter 1
Introduction

Over the past decades, the field of biochemical analysis has witnessed an explosion
of interest in the employment of nanomaterials in various applications, such as
environmental monitoring, developmental biology, clinical toxicology, and
industrial process monitoring. In recent years, there has been an increasing interest
in developing more robust, practical, and highly sensitive and selective detection
assays that can address the disadvantages of conventional technologies.
Consequently it employs nanomaterials to construct novel tools for studying
biosystems, and researchers are investing a great deal of time and effort in
developing new nanomaterials for applications in biodetection.

Nanomaterials have been the subject of enormous interest and are at the leading
edge of the rapidly developing field of nanotechnology. The prefix ‘‘nano’’, is
derived from the Greek word ‘‘nanos’’, signifying dwarf. Today this prefix is used
to describe one billionth of a meter (10-9) in the metric system. Nanomaterials are
materials that are in a very small feature size in the range of 1–100 nm in at least
one dimension. Due to the extremely small feature size and correspondingly large
surface-to-volume ratio, nanomaterials have the potential for a wide variety of
applications; therefore have obtained large amounts of funding from private
enterprises and government. Most-used nanomaterials can be organized into five
types: metal-based materials, carbon-based materials, polymeric materials,
dendrimers, and composite materials. The unique properties of these various types
of nanomaterials give them novel optical, catalytic, electrical, magnetic, thermal,
mechanical, or imaging features. These features make nanomaterials superior and
indispensable in developing novel probes for biological applications.

With the rapid development of molecular nanotechnology, engineered
nanomaterials have merged into biological systems. Biomolecules such as DNA,
RNA, enzymes, peptides, and antigens/antibodies, possess nanometric sizes
comparable to nanomaterials such as nanoparticles, nanotubes, nanorods, quantum
dots or nanowires. Via the assembly of biomolecules with nanomaterials, we could
obtain a new type of probe: nano-bio probes, which combine the specific
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recognition and catalytic properties of biomaterials with the unique optical,
electronic, thermal, and catalytic functions of nanomaterials. Undoubtedly, the
nano-bio probe will overpass the limits of current molecular probes in biochemical
analysis. Especially, nano-bio probe will play an important role in the develop-
ment of molecular diagnostics, therapeutics, bioengineering, and molecular
biology.

This book focuses on the recent progress and our group’s work in nano-bio
probe design and its applications for biochemical analysis, which is divided into
four parts. The first part introduces a novel nanomaterial-enhanced fluorescence
polarization assay; compared to the traditional fluorescence polarization assay, its
performance and sensitivity are greatly improved. The applications of this novel
assay in metal ions detection and protease assays are also presented. The second
part introduces a novel two-dimensional nanomaterial: graphene (2010 Nobel
Prize in Physics), which has opened up an exciting new field in the science and
technology of nanomaterials. A fascinating finding is that graphene oxide (GO)
can quench the fluorescence of dyes or chromophores via resonance energy
transfer when in close proximity. Several GO-based biosensors have been
developed by taking advantage of the strong adsorption of dye-labeled ssDNA or
peptides onto the GO surface, and subsequent efficient fluorescence quenching of
the dyes. These biosensors have been successfully applied to detect ssDNA, metal
ions, helices, small molecules, insulin, miRNAs, proteases, pathogens, and living
cells. The third part reviews the recent development of a colorimetric assay uti-
lizing metal nanoparticles (MNPs) as sensing elements based on their unique
surface plasmon resonance properties. Moreover, we will introduce our group’s
work in designing novel MNPs-based colorimetric probes for the detection of
biological thiols, chiral recognition of enantiomers, visualization of phthalates and
multiplex detection of metal ions. The fourth part gives a general overview on the
recent development of metal-nanocluster-based luminescent probe design and its
applications in detecting various targets (DNA, miRNAs and metal ions), and in
cellular labeling or imaging, based on their excellent photostability and
subnanometre size.

2 1 Introduction



Chapter 2
Nanomaterial-Enhanced Fluorescence
Polarization and Its Application

2.1 Principles of Fluorescence Polarization

Fluorescence polarization (FP) was first applied in biochemistry in the 1950s, when
Gregorio Weber reported his studies on bovine serum albumin and ovalbumin
conjugated with 1-dimethylaminonaphthalene-5-sulfonyl chloride (dansyl chloride)
[1]. FP methods have become increasingly popular following Weber’s work during
the past few decades. The increase in the number and diversity of fluorescence
polarization studies has been astonishing and the method is an intrinsically powerful
technique for the rapid and homogeneous analysis of molecular interactions in
biological/chemical systems. The technique has been successfully employed in
many diagnostic fields including the detection and quantitation of antigens or
antibodies based upon antibody–antigen interactions, protein-DNA interactions,
protein-RNA interactions, DNA detection and the monitoring of therapeutic drug
levels. It has also been used in monitoring enzyme-catalyzed hydrolysis, protein–
protein interactions, and high-throughput screening during the course of drug
discovery.

The fluorophore rotation can be calculated in a more quantitative manner [2].
Depolarization of the emission occurs if the fluorophore, and hence the emission
dipole, rotates through an angle x between the moment of excitation and emission.
In fact,

1
P
� 1

3
¼ 1

P0
� 1

3

� �
2

3 cos2 x� 1

� �
ð2:1Þ

where P is the observed polarization. The total depolarization is determined by an
intrinsic factor (P0) and an extrinsic factor (x). Perrin related the observed
polarization to the excited state lifetime and the rotational diffusion of a fluoro-
phore to derive the famous equation [3],
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1
P
� 1

3
¼ 1

P0
� 1

3

� �
1þ RT

gT
s

� �
ð2:2Þ

where P is the observed polarization, P0 is the limiting or intrinsic polarization,
V is the effective molar volume of the rotating unit, R is the universal gas constant,
T is the absolute temperature, g is the viscosity, and s is the excited state lifetime.

For a spherical molecule, it follows that,

q0 ¼
3gV

RT
ð2:3Þ

For a spherical protein, it follows that,

q0 ¼
3gMðtþ hÞ

RT
ð2:4Þ

where M is the molecular weight, t is the partial specific volume, and h is the
degree of hydration.

Combined with the Eq. 2.1, the Eq. 2.2 can be rewritten as follows,

1
P
� 1

3
¼ 1

P0
� 1

3

� �
1þ 3s

q

� �
ð2:5Þ

where q is the Debye rotational relaxation time, which is the time for a given
orientation to rotate through an angle given by the arccos e-1, which is 68.42�.

From Perrin equation (2.5), one can obtain that the FP value P is sensitive to a
change in any of the three parameters q, s, or P0. Experimentally, s is depending
on the probe environment, with changes often associated with a shift from a
hydrophilic to hydrophobic environment, or vice versa. Changes in the P0 at a
fixed excitation wavelength are uncommon, but changes in the effective P0 can
occur when energy transfer is present, resulting in a measured P0 that is lower than
the true P0. Therefore, the FP value of a fluorophore is proportional to its rotational
relaxation time, which in turn depends upon its molecular volume (molecular
weight) at the constant temperature and solution viscosity. In a system where a
random array of molecules is freely rotating, the FP value will be between 0 and
500 mP depending upon the rotation rate of the molecules. If a molecule is small,
it will rotate faster and hence will have a smaller FP value. Conversely, the larger
molecules will have bigger FP values due to their slow rotation.

Another term frequently used in the context of polarized emission is anisotropy,
designated as r, which is calculated as

r ¼ 2P

3� P
ð2:6Þ

By analogy to polarization, the limits of anisotropy in completely oriented
systems are +1 to -0.5 [2].
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2.2 Sensitive Detection of Hg2+ by Fluorescence Polarization
Enhanced by Gold Nanoparticle

Colloidal gold is a suspension (or colloid) of sub-micrometer-sized particles of gold
in water, usually. The liquid displays either an intense red color (for particles less
than 100 nm), or a dirty yellowish color (for larger particles). Gold nanoparticles
(AuNPs) are colloidal gold particles with dimensions ranging from 1 to 100 nm.
AuNPs possess unique optical, electronic, catalytic, and molecular-recognition
properties, which make them as the research subject in a wide variety of areas,
including electron microscopy, electronics, nanotechnology, and materials science.
Especially, enhancement functions of AuNPs have been employed for signal
generation and transduction in developing novel biosensing systems, in order to
substantially improve the performance and sensitivity. For example, the enhanced
effects were implemented by the use of AuNPs as labels for the amplified quartz
crystal microbalance (QCM) detection and electrochemical detection. AuNPs can
be used as electron relays to facilitate the interfacial electron transfer on electrode,
or as fluorescence enhancer and quencher. AuNP-enhanced effects in a responsive
polymer gel and in network field-effect transistors have also been reported.

In the published papers, the amplified signals and improved sensitivity of
the different biosensing systems by incorporating AuNPs have been revealed.
For example, AuNPs were employed to enhance microgravimetric quartz-
crystal-microbalance measurements. Willner’s group developed a novel method,
based on the AuNP-catalyzed deposition of gold, for the amplified microgravimetric
QCM detection of DNA [4] and thrombin [5]. The detection sensitivity of QCM for
DNA can be significantly improved to 10-15 M by using AuNPs as ‘‘seeding
catalyst’’ for gold precipitation on the transducer. Yan et al. [6] described the
systematic evolution of improved electrical contacting between glucose oxidase and
the electrode by the biocatalytic enlargement of AuNPs tethered to the enzyme
electrode. They demonstrated that the enlargement of AuNPs facilitated the
interfacial electron transfer, thereby enhanced the mediated bioelectrocatalyzed
oxidation of glucose, and substantially improved the bioelectrocatalytic perfor-
mance of the enzyme electrode. Dong et al. [7] reported that the detection sensitivity
of single-walled carbon nanotube network field-effect transistors (SNFETs) for DNA
can be further improved to ca. 100 fM by using AuNPs, in which the target DNAs
were hybridized with probe DNAs on the device, and reporter DNAs labeled with
AuNPs flank a segment of the target DNA sequence. Fan et al. [8] developed
a ‘‘sandwich-type’’ detection strategy for sequence-specific detection of femtomolar
DNA via a AuNPs-mediated amplified chronocoulometric DNA sensor. Minko
et al. [9] investigated localized plasmon resonance excited in AuNPs coupled
with a responsive polymer gel. The results demonstrated that a specially designed
structure (vertically aligned cylindrical pores decorated with gold nanoparticles)
of responsive polymer gel thin films were used as a platform for the transduction of
external signals/stimuli into a strong optical effect that is enhanced by interactions
of AuNPs.

2.2 Sensitive Detection of Hg2+ by Fluorescence Polarization 5



Contamination of the environment with heavy metal ions has been an important
concern throughout the world for decades. Mercury accumulated in vital organs
and tissues, such as the liver, brain, and heart muscle, is a highly toxic material
with lethal effects on living systems. Mercury originates mainly from coal-burning
power plants, oceanic and volcanic emissions, gold mining and combustion
of waste [10]. Also, microbial biomethylation of Hg2+ yields methyl mercury,
a potent neurotoxin that concentrates through the food chain in the tissues of fish
and marine mammals [11, 12]. Therefore, it should be highly desirable to develop
a sensitive and selective mercury detection method that can provide simple,
practical, and high-throughput routine determination of Hg2+ level for both
environmental and food samples. Much effort has been devoted toward the design
of Hg2+ sensing systems, including sensors based on organic chromophores
[13–17] or fluorophores [18–21], conjugated polymers [22], DNAzyme [23], gold
nanoparticles [24], semiconductor quantum dots [25], proteins [26], and geneti-
cally engineered bacteria [27]. However, most of these methods have either
limitations with respect to poor selectivity with interference from closely related
metals, or insufficient sensitivity [limit of detection (LOD) [ 100 nM], and in
certain cases not stable or functional in aqueous media due to low water solubility.

Another emerging approach for the detection of Hg2+ ion involves the use of
oligonucleotide. Recent studies have demonstrated that Hg2+ ions can specifically
interact with thymine bases to form strong and stable thymine-Hg2+-thymine
complexes (T-Hg2+-T). Various Hg2+ ion detection assays based on this property
of T-Hg2+-T coordination chemistry have been developed in recent years [28–31].
Ono and Togashi [28] described the simple method based on the Hg2+-induced
formation of DNA folding that yields an intramolecular fluorescence resonance
energy transfer process to detect Hg2+ with high selectivity and sensitivity (up to
40 nM). Mirkin et al. [29]-recently reported the colorimetric detection of Hg2+ in
aqueous media using DNA-functionalized gold nanoparticle probes with deliber-
ately designed T–T mismatches (sensitivity up to 100 nM). Further, Liu et al. [30]
developed a one-step, room temperature, colorimetric assay of Hg2+ using
DNA/nanoparticle conjugates (sensitivity of 1 lM). According to the U.S. Envi-
ronmental Protection Agency (EPA) standard, the maximum allowable level (MAL)
of Hg2+ in drinking water is 10 nM (2.0 ppb). This concentration is much lower than
the detection limit of most available assays. Thus, the development of facile and
practical assay for Hg2+ detection with higher sensitivity remains a challenge.

In this section, we apply fluorescence polarization assay (FPA) to analyze Hg2+

ion using a ‘‘AuNPs enhancement’’ approach [32]. The large surface area of
AuNPs can increase the amount of assembled molecules, effectively raise the
complex size of recognition molecule and target molecule, thus reach the aim of
signal amplification, which significantly improve the detection sensitivity and
stability. Our method to analyze Hg2+ ion is based on the formation of T-Hg2+-T
complexes. The detection sensitivity can be significantly improved to 0.2 ppb
(1.0 nM) by using the ‘‘AuNP enhancement’’ approach. The outline of the method
is shown in Fig. 2.1. Two complementary probes (Probe A, AuNP-50S-A10-
GCTTCTGTTCTCT30; and Probe B, 50FAM-GTTGTGTTCAGTTGC30), which

6 2 Nanomaterial-Enhanced Fluorescence Polarization



contain strategically placed six thymine–thymine mismatches complexed with
Hg2+ ions, were prepared. Probe A was modified with AuNPs (13 nm in diameter).
Probe B was labeled with the fluorescence dye, 6-fluorescein-CE phosphoramidite
(FAM). The stable hybridization between Probe A and Probe B occurs only when
Hg2+ ion is present. From Perrin equation (2.5), the FP value will significantly
increase when a fluorophore-labeled Probe B binds to AuNPs surface in the
presence of Hg2+ ions.

AuNPs may enhance or quench the dye fluorescence, depending upon the size
and the precise distance between the dye and AuNP [33–35]. At the small
distances (1–3 nm), AuNPs can serve as ultra-efficient quenchers of molecular
excitation energy in fluorophore-AuNP composites [36–39], outranging the
quenching efficiency of organic acceptor molecules. Schneider et al. [40]
employed the layer-by-layer deposition of oppositely charged polyelectrolytes
onto 13 nm-diameter gold colloids to fabricate metal core-polymer shell capsules,
in which fluorescent organic dyes fluorescein and lassamine rhodamine B were
situated at various distances from the gold core. They found that the gold nanocore
quenched the fluorescence of the fluorescein and lassamine dyes significantly with
20 spacer layers. Thus the large fluorescence quenching efficiency of AuNPs
(QE [ 98%) has been employed for DNA detection. Li and Rothberg [39]
reported a sensitive detection assay of oligonucleotide sequences using the
different electrostatic properties of single- and double-stranded DNA (ss-DNA and
ds-DNA) to absorb on citrate-coated gold nanoparticles. The unhybridized oligos
labeled with fluorescence would efficiently adsorb onto the gold nanoparticles so
that their fluorescence was quenched. Dubertret et al. [36] described a novel
molecular beacon using a hybrid material composed of 1.4 nm diameter gold
nanoparticle, an organic dye, and a 25 bp ss-DNA stem-loop molecule. That was, a
nucleic acid probe with-hairpin shaped structure in which the 50 and 30 ends are
self-complementary, bringing a fluorophore and a nanoparticle into close
proximity to quench fluorescence. The results demonstrated that this composite

Fig. 2.1 Schematic illustration of the strategy for Hg2+ ion detection using fluorescence
polarization via gold nanoparticle enhancement. Reproduced from Ref. [32], with the permission
of Wiley John and Sons
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molecule was a different type of molecular beacon with a sensitivity enhanced up
to 100-fold. However, in those cases where the fluorophores and the AuNPs
are separated by bulky spacers, such as antibodies and DNA, the fluorescence is
less quenched. Moreover, enhanced fluorescence is frequently reported if the
fluorophores are placed within 3–50 nm above a surface covered with
nanostructured noble metals [41–45]. The effect has been called metal-enhanced
fluorescence (MEF) or surface-enhanced fluorescence (SEF).

Considering the fluorescence quenching properties of AuNPs, the case that AuNPs
would quench the fluorescence of FAM-labeled Probe B (FAM-Probe B, 50-FAM-
GTTGTGTTCAGTTGC-30) and then result in non-uniformity of the assay, would
probably occur. Therefore it is necessary to study the effects of AuNPs and molecular
quencher (TAMRA) on fluorescence intensity (FI) and FP values in the biosensing
system. In this study, we chose molecular quencher (TAMRA) to modify Probe
A (TAMRA-Probe A, 50-TAMRA-A10-GCTTCTGTTCTCTAC-30) to carry out the
molecular quencher experiment among DNA–DNA systems to compare the quench-
ing effect performance between the nanoparticles and quencher. The thiol-modified
oligonucleotides (SH-Probe A, 50-SH-A10-GCTTCTGTTCTCTAC-30) were used to
functionalize AuNPs (13 nm in diameter) to obtain AuNP-modified DNA
(AuNP-Probe A, 50-AuNP-SH-A10-GCTTCTGTTCTCTAC-30). All measurements of
fluorescence intensities and FP values were done in the same condition. Seven samples
were prepared in 0.1 M NaNO3/10 mM MOPS (pH 7.5) as listed in Table 2.1.

As shown in Fig. 2.2a, Samples #1, #2, #3, #4, and #5 had the similar FI
(F1, corresponding to FI of free FAM-Probe B of 10 nM), while the FI of Samples
#6 and #7 was a little lower than F1 due to the quenching property of TAMRA.
When detecting the FP, there were almost the same FP values (FP1, corresponding
to FP value of free FAM-Probe B of 10 nM) among the samples #1, #2, #4, #5, #6
and #7, there was increased FP in sample #3 (a substantial increasing because of
AuNP enhancement (Fig. 2.2b). However, the reasonable polarization changes of
Samples #5 and #7 to Samples #4 and #6 were not observed at a low concentration
of 10 nM Hg2+. This is because FPA has insufficient sensitivity without AuNP
enhancement. These experiment results demonstrated that the gold nanoparticle
has no quenching effect on the FI of FAM-labeled Probe B.

Table 2.1 Samples used in this experiment

Samples Components (Final conc.)

#1 FAM-Probe B (10 nM)
#2 FAM-Probe B (10 nM) ? AuNP-Probe Aa (10 nM)
#3 FAM-Probe B (10 nM) ? AuNP-Probe A (10 nM) ? Hg2+ (10 nM)
#4 FAM-Probe B (10 nM) ? SH-Probe A (10 nM)
#5 FAM-Probe B (10 nM) ? SH-Probe A (10 nM) ? Hg2+ (10 nM)
#6 FAM-Probe B (10 nM) ? TAMRA-Probe A (10 nM)
#7 FAM-Probe B (10 nM) ? TAMRA-Probe A (10 nM) ? Hg2+ (10 nM)
a The concentration of AuNP-Probe A represented the oligo concentration, which was 10 nM;
while the AuNPs concentration was 0.1 nM
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In the study conducted by Malicka et al. [43], a dense matrix of data for the dye-
DNA-AuNP hybrid diameters versus ss-DNA length has been provided for many
different surface coverages. The extrapolation of these data allows us to estimate
the diameters of Probe A-AuNP hybrids used in this work. From the hybrid
diameters h & 32 nm (oligo of 23 bp) we can derive the distance d = (h-13 nm)/
2 = 9.5 nm between the 30-end part of Probe A and the surface of the AuNPs. The
effective diameter depends on the conformation of oligos adsorbed on the AuNP.
The stable hybridization of Probe A on the surface of the AuNP with FAM-labeled
Probe B occurs when Hg2+ ion is present. For high surface coverage and ds-DNA,
the DNA would be shown to be oriented perpendicular to the surface and fully
stretched. The diameter between the conjugated fluorophoric part of the FAM
molecules and the surface of the AuNPs should be larger than 9.5 nm. Our
experimental results showed that the fluorescence was less quenched by AuNPs in
the case where the fluorophores and the AuNPs were separated at above 9.5 nm by
DNA oligos. Therefore, we believe the fluorescence quenching or enhancing
properties of the gold nanoparticles have no effect on the AuNP-enhanced FPA of
Hg2+ in this work.

To evaluate the sensitivity of the FPA enhanced by AuNPs, different concen-
trations of Hg2+ from one stock solution were tested. The mP value was sensitive
to Hg2+ ions and increased as Hg2+ increased (Fig. 2.3). The detection limit of this
method is approximately 1.0 nM (0.2 ppb) Hg2+. It is lower than the MAL of Hg2+

ion in the drinking water of 10 nM (2 ppb) in the U.S. EPA. The result illustrated
that the method has a wide range of detection of Hg2+ ion from 1.0 nM to 1.0 mM.
The selectivity of the method was also investigated by testing the response of the
assay to other metal ions, including Mg2+, Pb2+, Cd2+, Mg2+, Ca2+, K+, Na+, Zn2+,
Fe2+ at a concentration of 10.0 lM, which is 1,000-fold in excess as compared to
that for Hg2+. The results demonstrated excellent selectivity over alkali, alkaline
earth, and transition heavy metal ions. There was very little mP value increase
observed in the presence of other metal ions. The specific detection for Hg2+ is
mainly attributed to its chelating ability of T–T mismatches, resulting in the
formation of stable T-Hg2+-T complexes.

Fig. 2.2 The effects of AuNPs and TAMRA on the fluorescence intensity and FP value of
dye-labeled Probe B. Reproduced from Ref. [32], with the permission of Wiley John and Sons
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To assess the applicability of the method, the real samples and the spiked
samples of river water were analyzed at two different concentrations (0.4 and 4
lM). The method revealed the good recovery rates from 97.6 to 102.5%. No
interference in river water was observed.

In summary, we developed a highly sensitive and selective Hg2+ determination
method at room temperature using thymine-Hg2+-thymine coordination chemistry
and FP via gold nanoparticle enhancement. Our method demonstrated several
analytical advantages. First, it has high sensitivity with 0.2 ppb, which can be 2–3
orders of magnitude more sensitive than other techniques. Second, it is highly
selective, which allows detection of Hg2+ in the presence of an excess (1,000-fold)
of other metal ions in samples. Third, it takes only approximately 10 min to
determine the concentration of mercury in aqueous media. Last, the assay can be
carried out in 96- or 384-well plates, can render it suitable for routine
high-throughput applications. We believe that the method has enormous potential
for application of mercury monitoring in environment, water, and food samples.

2.3 DNAzyme-Self-Assembled Gold Nanoparticles
for Determination of Cu2+ and Pb2+ Using Fluorescence
Polarization Assay

For a long time it was believed that all enzymes are proteins and this thought has
been changed with the discovery of the first natural ribozymes by Cech and Altman
[46, 47]. A ribozyme is an RNA molecule with a well defined tertiary structure that
enables it to catalyze chemical reactions, including RNA cleavage [48], splicing
[49], and peptide bond formation in ribosomes [50]. The first deoxyribozyme was
discovered in 1994-by Breaker [51]. Since then, intensive research has focused on
the identification of the new nucleic acid enzymes, elucidation of mechanism of
catalytic activity, and development of pratical application. So far, all known

Fig. 2.3 Plots of fluorescence polarization changes as function of Hg2+ ion concentrations (left:
AuNP-DNA; right: DNA–DNA). Reproduced from Ref. [32], with the permission of Wiley John
and Sons
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DNAzymes, obtained by a combinatorial method called in vitro selection or
systematic evolution of ligands by exponential enrichment (SELEX) [51–55], are
not only the static depository of genetic information, but also can catalyze a
surprising variety of biochemical reactions, including RNAcleavage, DNA
cleavage, RNA ligation, DNA ligation, RNA branching and lariat RNA formation,
DNA phosphorylation, capping, deglycosylation, cleavage of the phosphoramidate
bond, photocleavage of thymine dimers, porphyrin metalation, and other enzymatic
activities as peroxidases [56]. DNAzymes are preferentially selected to develop
optical or electronic sensor due to their impressive chemical stability compared
with RNAzymes and other enzymes.

Similar to protein enzymes, one kind of DNAzyme formed by G-quadruplexes
(also called G-quadruplex-based DNAzymes), is capable of recruiting hemin as
a cofactor, mimics horseradish peroxidase (HRP) and catalyzes the H2O2-
mediated oxidation of 2,2-azinobis(3-ethylbenzothiazoline)-6-sulfonic acid
(ABTS) or luminol. The G-quadruplex-based DNAzyme binding with hemin
has peroxidase-like activity and has been extensively studied as colorimetric and/
or chemiluminescence biosensors for the sensitive and specific detection of
proteins, metal ions, and other biomolecules, indicating a great potential in
biological applications. Willner’s group pioneered the application of this
peroxidase DNAzyme for signal amplification in analytical applications. For
example, they developed DNAzyme-functionalized AuNPs as catalytic labels for
the generation of biochemiluminescence [57]. The system was applied to detect
DNA or telomerase activity. The DNAzyme stimulates, in the presence of
hemin, H2O2, and luminol, the generation of chemiluminescence. The method
had a detection limit for the detection of DNA of 1 9 10-10 M, and enabled the
detection of telomerase activity originating from 1,000 HeLa cells. The
researchers also developed a number of applications of this DNAzyme. They
introduced a new paradigm for the sensitive analysis of DNA by using a
DNA-based machine that consists of a DNA template, polymerization/nicking
enzymes, and strand displacement of the peroxidase-mimicking DNAzyme [58].
The isothermal and rapid (approximately 90 min) analysis of the target DNA,
together with the quantitative detection of the analyte, demonstrate the appealing
bioanalytical features of the method. They also employed a circular DNA as a
template for the amplified detection of M13 phage ssDNA by a rolling circle
amplification (RCA) process that synthesizes peroxidase-mimicking DNAzyme
chains, thus enabling the colorimetric or chemiluminescent detection of the
analyte [59]. This method had two amplification steps: the RCA synthesis of
numerous DNAzyme units, as a result of a single recognition (hybridization)
event, and the catalytic activities of the synthesized labels that lead to the
colorimetric or chemiluminescent detection of DNA. A detection limit of
1 9 10-14 M was reported for this method.

Another kind of DNAzyme is a divalent metal ion cofactor-specific.
Consequently, the development of DNAzyme-based sensors with that characteristic
has begun to attract much attention to detect a variety of environmentally relevant
metal ions, such as Cu2+ [60–63], Zn2+ [64–66], Pb2+ [67–70], Hg2+ [23, 71], UO2

2+
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[72] and Ca2+ [73]. Heavy metals are ubiquitous environmental contaminants, and
their high toxicity makes their presence undesirable. Generally, metal ions are
classified into two categories: essential and nonessential. Nonessential heavy
metals like lead (Pb) and mercury (Hg) can cause a number of adverse health effects
even at low-level of exposure. Essential metals such as copper (Cu) and zinc (Zn)
are required to support biological activities. However, even these essential metals
are toxic in excess [74]. A large number of heavy metals can cause disease or even
death, constituting a serious threat to human health. Cu2+ and Pb2+ also pose serious
environmental problems and are potentially toxic for all living organisms like other
heavy metal ions. Due to their toxicity, the U.S. EPA has set the MAL-of copper
and lead in drinking water as 20 lM (1.3 ppm) and 72 nM (15 ppb), respectively.
Therefore, accurate determination of these metals at the trace level in environ-
mental and biological samples has become increasingly important. Correspondingly,
a number of analysis methods for the detection of heavy metal ions have been
developed over the last few years, including not only atomic absorption spectros-
copy [75], voltammetric detection [76], and inductively coupled plasma mass
spectrometry [77] as classical detection methods, but also some other strategies
such as sensors [78], surface plasmon resonance (SPR) [79], peptide [80], and
peptide coated quantum dots [81]. Lu’s group developed fluorescent sensors using
DNAzyme for the detection of a number of metal ions. These studies demonstrated
high sensitivity and selectivity. For example, they reported nanoparticle-based
colorimetric sensors using DNAzyme-catalyzed ligation reaction for Cu2+ with a
detection limit of *5 lM [63]. Furthermore, they developed fluorescent metal
sensors using a Cu2+-dependent DNA-cleaving DNAzyme with a detection limit of
35 nM (2.3 ppb) [82].

In this section, we present a novel highly sensitive and selective FPA for
detecting Cu2+ and Pb2+ ion based on metal ion-dependent DNAzyme [83]. The
detection sensitivity of Cu2+ and Pb2+ can be significantly improved to *1 nM
(Ca. 65 and 200 ppt) by using a ‘‘nanoparticle enhancement’’ approach. Figure 2.4
outlines the principle to use fluorescence anisotropy assay enhanced by AuNPs for
the Cu2+ ion or Pb2+ ion detection. From Perrin equation, the fluorescence
anisotropy (r) is sensitive to changes in the rotational motion of fluorescently
labeled molecules. The r value of a fluorophore is proportional to its rotational
relaxation time, which in turn depends upon its molecular volume (molecular
weight). On the basis of Cu2+ -dependent DNA-cleaving DNAzyme, we first
designed and prepared two DNA strands: DNAzyme named as Cu-Enz and its
substrate DNA strand named as Cu-Sub. Cu-Sub DNA labeled with 6-fluorescein-
CE phosphoramidite (FAM) at the 30 end and thiol group at the 50 end (Cu-Sub,
50 SH-T20AGCTTCTTTCTAATACGGCTTACC-FAM30) was immobilized onto
the surface of gold nanoparticle (13 nm) via a thiol-Au interaction. The Cu-Enz
and Cu-Subs on AuNPs form the complexes through two base-pairing regions; the
50 portion of the DNAzyme binds the substrate via Watson–Crick base pairs and
the 30-region through formation of a DNA triplex (Fig. 2.4d). The FAM fluoro-
phore in the ‘‘big’’ AuNPs-mediated Cu-Sub and Cu-Enz complexes displays the
high anisotropy (Fig. 2.4a, b). In the presence of Cu2+, the Cu-Enz as a recognition
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element specifically cleaves AuNPs-mediated Cu-Sub at the guanine base (marked
in black). The AuNPs-mediated Cu-Sub and Cu-Enz complexes are separated due
to lacking thermal stability. The FAM-labeled cleaved products are released in the
solution with rapid rotation and depolarize the light (Fig. 2.4c). Thus the anisot-
ropy of the system will significantly decrease correspondingly. In the absence of
Cu2+, the AuNPs-mediated Cu-Sub and Cu-Enz associates would have stable high
anisotropy. Therefore via the free fluorescent cleavage products, this cleave event
is translated into a measurable fluorescence anisotropy decrease proportional to
Cu2+ concentration. This design can also be easily expanded to Pb2+ ion detection,
just displace the Cu-Sub and Cu-Enz with Pb-Sub and Pb-Enz. The structural
model and sequences for bimolecular DNA complexes of Pb2+-dependent DNA-
cleaving DNAzyme and its substrate are also presented in Fig. 2.4e.

In order to verify the specificity of DNA-cleaving DNAzyme relied on the Cu2+

ion, we performed the control experiments to investigate if the DNA molecules
(Cu-Sub) undergo cleavage in the absence of corresponding DNAzyme (Cu-Enz)
and if the Cu2+ ion is used as the only cofactor. Three group experiments were
carried out as follow: titrating Cu2+ ion, Hg2+ ion, or Pb2+ ion to the Cu-Sub
functionalized AuNPs solution (Cu-Enz added), titrating Cu2+ ion, Hg2+ ion or
Pb2+ ion to the Cu-Sub functionalized AuNPs solution (no Cu-Enz added), and
titrating Cu2+ ion, Hg2+ ion, or Pb2+ ion to Cu-Sub functionalized AuNPs solution

Fig. 2.4 Schematic illustration of the strategy of Cu2+ ion or Pb2+ ion detection using
Cu2+-dependent DNA-cleaving DNAzyme or Pb2+-dependent DNA-cleaving DNAzyme
fluorescence anisotropy via gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) enhancement. The point of scission is
indicated by black arrow. Structural model and sequences for bimolecular DNA complexes of
DNAzyme and its substrate for Cu2+ ion and Pb2+ ion are presented. The point of scission is
indicated by black arrow. Reproduced from Ref. [83], with the permission of Elsevier Inc
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with fully complementary DNA (Cu-Sub-Comp, 50GGTAAGCCGTATT AGA-
AAGAAGCT 30). There was little anisotropy change when titrating Cu2+, Hg2+ or
Pb2+ ion to the Cu-Sub functionalized AuNPs (Cu-Enz added) solution. The results
were the same when the tested metal ions were added to the solution containing
Cu-Sub functionalized AuNPs and theircomplementary DNA. In contrast, when
Cu-Enz coexisted with Cu-Sub, there would be a significant anisotropy change as
Cu2+ ion was added.

As a proof-of-concept experiment, a novel and practical method relying on
metal ion-dependent DNAzyme-based fluorescence anisotropy via AuNPs
enhancement was presented for detecting Cu2+ and Pb2+ ions in aqueous media
at room temperature. The FAM-labeled DNA substrates in the ‘‘big’’ AuNPs-
mediated complexes were cleaved and released. The AuNPs-enhancement func-
tion results in a significant decrease. This effect can be used for the Cu2+ and Pb2+

detection as low as 1 nM. This method opens up a new possibility of rapid and
easy detection of toxic metal ions in environmental samples. Indeed, for a practical
application purpose, preliminary experiments were performed on the real river
water samples and the spiked river samples. The results revealed good recoveries.
This method shows distinct advantages over conventional methods in terms of its
potential sensitivity, specificity, and ability for rapid response.

2.4 Peptide-Functionalized Spherical Polyelectrolyte
Nanobrushes for Real-Time Sensing of Protease Activity

Proteases play vital roles in physiological processes from simple protein catabo-
lism to highly regulated cascades, such as blood coagulation, cell regulation, and
signaling and immune defense, as well as pathological processes, including
inflammation and tumor growth [84–86]. Consequently, interest in the activity
of proteases, as well as their inhibition mechanism, is increasingly directed toward
biochemical research, diagnosis of protease-related diseases, and the development
of potential therapeutic drugs. Over the past decade, many methods for detecting
protease activity have been reported, such as high-performance liquid
chromatography (HPLC) [87], polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis [88], capillary
electrophoresis [89], and FRET-based methods (fluorescence resonance energy
transfer) [90, 91], but most of them are time-consuming and impractical for a real-
time, multiplex, or high-throughput format. Therefore, there is a high demand for a
simple, rapid, sensitive, and high-throughput routine assay to detect protease
activity. Recently, some inorganic nanomaterials, such as quantum dots and gold
nanoparticles, have been widely explored for use in protease assays [92–94].

In this section, we demonstrate the peptide-functionalized spherical polyelec-
trolyte brushes (SPB), as a new type of biocompatible colloidal nanostructure with
good water-solubility, can be exploited to generate a highly sensitive FPA for
protease activity sensing [95]. SPB consists of a solid polystyrene core with a
diameter of 50–100 nm onto which linear polyelectrolyte poly(acrylic acid) chains
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(PAA) are grafted [96]. Due to its excellent dispersibility and good retention, PAA
has been shown to be an attractive carrier for drug delivery systems, biosensors,
immunoassays, and biocatalysts. Ballauff’s group has done a systematic work of
nanobrushes (SPB) in the biological applications [97–100], especially in the
protein immobilization onto the SPB. Fig. 2.5 illustrates the principle of the SPB-
based FPA proposed in this work. Briefly, fluorophore-labeled peptide substrates
are rapidly assembled onto the thin polyelectrolyte brushes to form Peptide-SPB
composite probes, which, in turn, are capable of displaying a high FP value. The
FP value of a fluorophore is sensitive to changes in the rotational motion of
fluorescently labeled molecule. Fluorophore-labeled peptides confined in SPB
nanobrushes will have bigger anisotropy values due to their slow rotation. In the
presence of protease, the Peptide-SPB composite probes are recognized and spe-
cifically cleaved to release the fluorophore-labeled peptide segments, resulting in
depolarization of the system. This SPB-peptide hydrolysis event is then translated
into measurable FP value decrease by free cleaved dye-labeled peptide segments,
which results in the sensing of protease activity.

The most important feature of polyelectrolyte (PE) brushes is the strong
confinement of counterions within the brush and their distribution along the polymer
backbone. We investigated the adsorption of different biomolecules (nucleic acids,
peptides, and protein) from the solution onto the brush shell chains of SPB. As
expected, more than 90% of the positively charged peptides were adsorbed onto the

Fig. 2.5 Schematic illustration of the strategy using Peptide-SPB composite probes as substrates
to monitor the proteolytic activity of thrombin. The colloidal particles consist of a solid
polystyrene (PS) core onto which cationic polyelectrolyte poly(acrylic acid) (PAA) chains are
grafted. The peptide was labeled with fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC). The cleavage point at
Arg-Gly bonds are indicated by dashed line. The chemical structural formula of FITC and its
coupling site with peptide is provided at the bottom right. FITC is the base fluorescein molecule
functionalized with an isothiocyanate reactive group (–N = C = S) on the bottom ring of the
structure, which is reactive toward amine group of the lysine. Reproduced from Ref. [95], with
the permission of Wiley John and Sons
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SPB particles in a quick equilibration within 10 min, which also showed the
excellent stability of Peptide-SPB composite probes against coagulation and
leaching out of the peptides. Next, we investigated the binding stoichiometry of
Peptide-SPB composite probes using FITC-labeled peptide 1 (Lys-Cys-Ala-Leu-
Asn–Asn-Gly-Ser-Gly-dPhe-Pro-Arg-Gly-Arg-Ala-Lys(FITC)-OH), which was
found to be one of the best thrombin substrates. As shown in Fig. 2.6, the binding
stoichiometry of Peptide-SPB composites probes was estimated by evaluating the
FP value responses of the Peptide-SPB composite probes to different concentration
ratios of SPB and peptide 1. The number of peptides per SPB nanoparticle was
estimated to be 250. In addition, it is worth noting that we observed the pronounced
increasing FI of the mixture caused by more and smaller fluorogenic peptide
segments released as the proteolytic reaction proceeded.

The method was tested with thrombin, a serine protease playing a pivotal role in
hemostasis and blood clotting by selectively cleaving Arg–Gly bonds in fibrinogen to
form fibrin and platelet activation [101]. The FITC-labeled peptide 1 (Lys-Cys-Ala-
Leu-Asn–Asn-Gly-Ser-Gly-dPhe-Pro-Arg-Gly-Arg-Ala-Lys(FITC)-OH), of which
the core peptide chain dPhe-Pro-Arg-Gly was designed according to the reported
material [102], was determined to be one of the best thrombin substrates. Therefore,
the prepared peptide 1-functionalized SPB (Peptide-SPB composite probes),
corresponding to an initial FP value of *310 mP, were utilized for thrombin
activity detection. Addition of thrombin (2.5 units) to the Peptide-SPB
composite probes solutions with different concentrations resulted in time-
dependent decreases in FP (Fig. 2.7a). Specifically, the peptides of Peptide-SPB
composite probes were selectively cleaved at the Arg-Gly bonds gradually, and then
the cleaved FITC-labeled peptide was released from the SPB to the solution with
faster rotation, resulting in depolarizing the system and lowering the FP value.
From these data, the kinetic parameters for hydrolysis of Peptide-SPB composite
probes by thrombin were determined (Fig. 2.7b). The Vmax was calculated to be

Fig. 2.6 Investigation of binding stoichiometry and fluorescence intensity (FI) for Peptide-SPB
composite probes and free peptide1. a The change of FP value obtained from the increased
peptide 1 in the presence or absence of SPB (10 nM) and in the presence or absence of thrombin
(2.5 units). b The change of fluorescence intensity (FI) obtained from the increased peptide1 in
the presence or absence of SPB (10 nM) and in the presence or absence of thrombin (2.5 units).
The data were from the time point of 4 h after the proteolytic reaction. Reproduced from Ref.
[95], with the permission of Wiley
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0.15 ± 0.03 lM/min, and the kcat was 0.30 min-1, which were comparable to the
literature values of 0.2 ± 0.01 lM/min and 0.20 min-1 [94]. The KM value
was 3.45 ± 1.95 lM, which was 7.5-fold greater than the reported value of
0.46 ± 0.12 lM [94]. The high KM value may have resulted from the phenomenon in
which some peptides of the innermost SPB brushes are inaccessible for thrombin.
The SPB-based FPA is also suitable for quantitative determination of the amount
of thrombin present in solution. Fig. 2.7c illustrates the real-time change in FP

Fig. 2.7 a Progress curves at different concentrations of Peptide-SPB composite probes
(1–18 lM, corresponding to peptide concentrations). Thrombin of 2.5 units was used. b Plot of
the initial velocities for an increasing concentration of Peptide-SPB composite probes at a constant
amount of thrombin (2.5 units), and the data were fit by nonlinear least-squares to the Michaelis–
Menten equation. c Progress curves at different concentrations of thrombin. d Plots of the initial
velocities for the studied concentrations of thrombin. Peptide-SPB composite probes of 6 lM were
used. e Plots of the initial velocities against Peptide-SPB composite probes in the absence and
presence of aptA, aptB, or DNA 4, and the data were fit by nonlinear least-squares to the Michaelis–
Menten equation. f Lineweaver–Burk (L-B) double reciprocal plot of the same data for
determination of Ki values. Reproduced from Ref. [95], with the permission of Wiley John and Sons
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value with different concentrations of thrombin. The assay allowed for the detection
of thrombin activity at concentrations as low as 1.0 9 10-3 units (1.85 * 5.55 nM)
based on three times the standard deviation (3r). At a thrombin concentration of
1.0 9 10-3 units (1.85 * 5.55 nM), the rate of the hydrolysis of peptide was
0.0245 lM/min (Fig. 2.7d). This detection limit was better than the recently reported
gold nanoparticle methods of 20 nM [5] and 5 nM [92], as well as electrochemical
sensors of 1 nM [103] and 0.5 nM [104], considering the low enzyme activity used in
this work (50–150 NIH units/mg protein). The substantial improvement of our
method in the sensitivity is mainly attributed to the slower rotation of fluorescence
unit when dye-labeled peptides were confined in the nanobrushes shell of SPB.

Interest in the screening of thrombin inhibitors is rapidly increasing for anticoag-
ulant drug development. Therefore, the inhibition of thrombin activity by the two
known anti-thrombin aptamers was investigated using the SPB-based FPA. One is
15-mer ssDNA (aptA: 50GGTTGGTGTGGTTGG30), which forms an intramolecular
quadruplex structure and primarily binds to thrombin at the fibrinogen-recognition
exosite [105, 106]. The other one is 29-mer ssDNA (aptB: 50AGTCCGTGGTAGGG
CAGGTTGGGGTGACT30) binding at the heparin-binding exosite with a higher
affinity [107]. Fig. 2.7e shows representative plots of velocity derived from monitoring
changes in the FP value for increasing concentrations of Peptide-SPB composite
probes exposed to the thrombin (2.5 units) and the aptamers (10 lM). The inhibition
constant (Ki) values for aptA and aptB were estimated to be 40 ± 15 and 20 ± 14 lM,
respectively (Fig. 2.7f). When the two aptamers were exposed to the thrombin
simultaneously, the Ki value was reduced to 11 ± 4 lM, which was much smaller than
any one of the individual aptamers alone. This result clearly indicated that the two
aptamers have different binding sites on the thrombin. At the same time, we observed
that the random nucleic acid of DNA 4 had no effect on thrombin, while aptB displayed
a stronger inhibitory function of thrombin than aptA, which was in good agreement
with the reported result [107].

Following the successful demonstration using the SPB-based FPA to study the
inhibition of two anti-thrombin aptamers, we further investigated the applicability of
the method for the high-throughput screening of a library of inhibitors. To achieve
this, four known thrombin inhibitors, including a-iodoacetamide, sodium fluoride,
and two aptamers, together with a set of 103 organic compounds (terpenoids,
neonicotinoids, benzothiazinoids), were used to screen the potential inhibitors of
thrombin. The experiment was conveniently carried out on a 384-well plate with all
samples in duplicate. Because the organic compounds are insoluble in water, all
compounds were dissolved in DMSO, which is commonly used as a co-solvent.
First, we assessed the influence of DMSO concentration on the FP signal in this
work. The experimental results demonstrated that DMSO concentrations up to 2%
had no effect on FP measurement and were well tolerated by thrombin and
trypsinase (data not shown). In the screening experiment, we selected the negative-
control reactions without added compounds and positive-control reactions with
a known thrombin inhibitor to set low and high boundaries for FP signals,
respectively. In this work, a ‘‘hit’’ was defined as compounds that reduced
the FP signal by 50% relative to control reactions. As expected, the
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a-iodoacetamide (51.8%), sodium fluoride (60.1%), aptA (55.9%), and aptB
(65.2%) all showed obvious inhibitory effects on the thrombin, while none of
the organic compounds exhibited a significant inhibitory effect on thrombin
(Fig. 2.8). These results, in turn, show that the method is suitable for high-
throughput applications in the drug discovery of specific protease inhibitors.

In summary, we developed a simple and sensitive protease assay that utilizes
the self-assembled Peptide-SPB probe to enhance the FP signal, which enables the
real-time detection of protease activity. This novel SPB-peptide probe design
offers many advantages, including simplicity and rapidity of preparation and
manipulation compared to methods employing specific synthetic strategies. The
SPB-based FPA demonstrates superior sensitivity. The LOD of thrombin activity
could be significantly improved to 1.0 9 10-3 units (1.85 * 5.55 nM), indicating
that our system is one of the most sensitive protease detection systems. Moreover,
our Peptide-SPB probe design can be extended to develop a variety of probes by
simply changing the peptide sequence for measuring the activity of other
proteolytic enzymes and kinases. The assay can be carried out in 96- or 384-well
plates, making it suitable for routine high-throughput applications in drug
development and biotechnology. Overall, our results demonstrate that the colloidal
spherical PE brush, as a new class of nanostructures, can provide an excellent
platform for the development of rapid and sensitive assays for sensing protease
activity and high-throughput screening of inhibitors.
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Chapter 3
Versatile Graphene-Based Nano-Bio
Probe Design and Its Application

3.1 Introduction

Recently there has been an explosion of interest in a new nanomaterial, graphene,
which was first discovered in 2004, the isolation from crystalline graphite and
characterization of which led to the 2010 Nobel Prize in Physics [1]. Graphene is
an allotrope of carbon, the structure of which is one-atom-thick and a two-
dimensional (2D) planar sheet of hexagonally arranged sp2-bonded carbon atoms
isolated from its three-dimensional parent material, graphite. Related materials
include few-layer-graphene (FLG), ultrathin graphite, graphene oxide (GO),
reduced graphene oxide (rGO), and graphene nanosheets (GNS) [2]. This 2D
carbon nanomaterial has been attracting much attention due to its excellent elec-
tronic, thermal and mechanical features [3–7], as well as its potential applications
in synthesizing nanocomposites [8–10], fabricating various micro-electrical
devices [11–13], ultrasensitive sensors [14, 15], and drugs delivery [16]. Graphene
makes an excellent sensor due to its 2D structure. The fact that its entire volume is
exposed to its surrounding makes it very efficient to detect adsorbed molecules
[13]. Moreover, graphene is apt to be chemically modified to couple with
biomolecules, such as DNA, protein etc. Mohanty et al. utilized this feature as well
as graphene’s large surface area, atomic-thickness and molecularly-gatable
structure to make antibody-functionalized-graphene-sheets, which are excellent
candidates for mammalian and microbial detection and diagnosis [17]. Yang’s
group revealed that GO can act collectively as a quencher for the fluorophore [18].

The marriage of graphene with biomolecules, bioactive compounds, oligomers,
and so on provides new opportunities for the sustainable progress of analytical
science. Recently, graphene-based analytical systems are a very active area. The
literature on the graphene-based analytical systems is growing rapidly, including
studies primarily motivated by (1) biochemical applications, and (2) environmental
monitoring and safety (EMS). Some recent reviews have summarized the significant
developments in synthesis, molecular engineering, thin film, hybrids, energy and
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biomedical or analytical applications related to graphene-based nanomarterials,
[2, 19–22]. These areas that have been reviewed by other groups will not be covered
in detail here. In this chapter, we will present some recent trends in graphene-based
bio-analytical systems with an emphasis on nano-bio probe design and its
applications.

3.2 Graphene-DNA Molecular Beacon Design
and its Application

Molecular beacons (MBs) have been developed by Tyagi and Kramer in 1996 [23].
Typically molecular beacons are dually labeled single-stranded oligonucleotide
hybridization probes, which form a stem-and-loop structure to bring a fluorophore
and a quencher into close proximity and result in fluorescence quenching of the
fluorophore [24, 25]. When the probe encounters a complementary nucleic acid
target, it undergoes a conformational change to form a rigid probe/target hybrid,
which causes the disruption of the stem-and-loop structure and moves the fluoro-
phore and the quencher away from each other, restoring the fluorescence.
MBs possess some combined properties that enable the design of novel and powerful
diagnostic assays: (1) they only fluoresce when binding to their targets, (2) they can
be labeled with a fluorophore of any desired color, and (3) they are so specific that
they can easily discriminate single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs). These
unprecedented merits have led to their widespread use in molecular and cellular
biology, pathogen detection, and biomedical diagnostics [25–27]. Although MBs
have found wide applications, they also have limitations with respect to insufficient
sensitivity, false-positive signals, difficult synthesis, and in certain cases difficult
selection of fluorophore-quencher pairs [28–30]. To address these problems,
researchers have recently combined the self-assembly and specific molecular rec-
ognition ability of biomolecules with the particular structural and photophysical
features of inorganic nanomaterials, such as quantum dots (QDs), gold nanoparticles
(AuNPs), and carbon nanotubes (CNTs) to develop new fluorescent probe tools.
The inorganic nanomaterials have been successfully used to construct MB probes for
the detection of nucleic acids and proteins [31–33]. Mirkin et al. reported a novel
intercellular AuNPs-based probe that combines cellular transfection, enzymatic
protection, and RNA detection and quantification [32]. Ozkan and coworkers
developed multicolor hybrid DNA probes employing QDs conjugated MBs [34].
Tan et al. employed CNTs as a new class of universal quenchers for molecular
sensing [29, 30].

Recently, GO has been attracting much attention due to its excellent electronic,
thermal, mechanical and photophysical features. Especially, its photophysical
feature has made GO a powerful dye quencher [35], thus enabling its application in
bioanalytical sensing where MBs with an ‘‘on/off’’ switching design would be
highly desirable. Two key features of GO can be exploited in this type of design.
First, GO can suitably serve as a ‘‘nanoscaffold’’ for single-stranded DNA
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(ssDNA) because ssDNA can be spontaneously absorbed onto the surface of GO
by means of p-stacking interactions between nucleotide bases and the GO sheet
[36]. Second, GO can act as a ‘‘nanoquencher’’ for the fluorophore. By coupling
these two characteristics, a MB-like probe design in which the ssDNA, which is
labeled with fluorophore only at one end, can self-organize onto the surface of GO
to form a stable ssDNA-GO architecture, while GO is used as the dye quencher.
However, in the presence of a target, competitive binding of the target and GO
with the ssDNA forces the dye-labeled ssDNA-GO architecture to undergo a
conformational alteration in response to interaction with the target, spontaneously
liberating the ssDNA from the surface of GO, which results in the restoration of
dye fluorescence. Yang’s group for the first time employed water-soluble GO
(actually graphene can also be used) as a platform for the sensitive and selective
detection of DNA and proteins based on a ‘‘turn-on’’ fluorescent strategy [18].
Later, several groups further developed this ‘‘turn-on’’ technique to detect other
targets with different DNA designs. It is important to monitor multiple targets in a
homogenous sample in various applications. Recently, our group designed a
versatile molecular beacon- (MB-) like probe for the multiplex sensing of targets
such as sequence-specific DNA, protein, metal ions, and small molecule
compounds based on the self-assembled ssDNA-GO architecture, which gives
superior sensitivity and rapid response. The ssDNA-GO architecture probe has
been successfully applied in the multiplex detection of sequence-specific DNA,
thrombin, Ag+, Hg2+, and cysteine, and the limit of detection was 1, 5, 20, 5.7, and
60 nM, respectively [37]. Fig. 3.1 shows a typical schematic representation of the
ssDNA-GO architecture platform for multiplex targets detection.

Fig. 3.1 Schematic representation of the ssDNA-GO architecture platform for multiplex targets
detection. a For DNA. b For thrombin. c For Ag+ or Hg2+, and cysteine. Reprinted from Ref. [37]
with permission from Elsevier
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Yang’s group proved that functionalized nanoscale GO can protect oligonu-
cleotides from enzymatic cleavage and efficiently deliver oligonucleotides into
cells [38]. It is argued that steric hindrance prevents nucleases from effectively
attacking the adsorbed phase DNA. Based on the principle, Yang’s group also
developed an amplified aptamer-based assay through catalytic recycling of the
analyte [39]. As an example, an ATP aptamer labeled with a dye was adsorbed on
the GO surface, which can protect aptamers from nuclease cleavage and quench
the fluorescence of dye-labeled aptamers due to the excellent electronic transfer-
ence of GO. When challenged with a target ATP, the aptamer forms a stable, rigid
structure and thus is released from the GO surface; in that case, the nuclease can
cleave the free aptamer, liberate the fluorophore and ultimately release the target
ATP. The released target ATP then binds to another aptamer, and the cycle starts
anew, which leads to significant amplification of the signal. By monitoring the
increase in fluorescence intensity, the target ATP could be detected with very high
sensitivity [39]. Moreover, Wang et al. designed amplified ATP assay platform for
sensitive ATP detection in vivo [40]. Also, similar to Yang’s group, Tan’s group
reported a simple and sensitive aptamer/GO based assay for insulin detection with
high sensitivity via the catalytic recycling of the analyte [41]. The detection of
insulin is especially significant in clinical work, because the level of insulin is the
most critical indicator of the endocrinal function of beta cells and serves as a
valuable basis for the diagnosis of diabetes mellitus, insulinoma, insulin resistant
syndrome, etc. A rapid and reliable laboratory test for the detection of insulin
levels in serum can be helpful to diagnose diabetes in its early stages [42, 43].
Very recently, based on the principle of catalytic recycling of the analyte, Cui et al.
developed a cyclic enzymatic amplification method for sensitive miRNA detection
in complex biological samples that utilized the GO-based probe [44]. MicroRNAs
(miRNAs) are 19–25 nt non-coding RNAs that are processed from longer
endogenous hairpin transcripts by the enzyme dicer [45, 46]. Several hundred
miRNAs are encoded in the human genome and dozens play roles in a diverse
variety of cellular processes, both in normal physiology and in disease [47].
Method for sensitive and selective detection of miRNAs are imperative to miRNA
discovery, study and clinical diagnosis [48, 49].

In modern biological analysis, various kinds of organic dyes are extensively
used. However, with each passing year, more flexibility is being required of these
dyes, and the traditional dyes are often unable to meet the expectations [50].
To this end, QDs, semiconductor fluorescent emitters, have quickly filled in the
role, being found to be superior to traditional organic dyes on several counts, such
as high quantum yield, narrow, symmetric, and stable fluorescence, and size-
dependent and tunable absorption and emission [51, 52]. The broad absorption and
narrow emission spectra of the QDs have made them excellent donors of fluo-
rescence resonance energy transfer (FRET). In this respect, Dong et al. designed a
novel strategy for effective sensing of different biomolecules such as DNA and
thrombin, etc. based on FRET from QDs to GO through employing an inexpensive
MB-functionalized QD instead of dye-labeled MB [53]. This strategy has opened
new opportunities for the design of more novel GO-based MB probes. Moreover,
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Liu et al. recently reported a label-free fluorescent sensor for the detection of Cu2+

based on DNA cleavage-dependent GO-quenched DNAzymes, in which GelRed
(a chemical dye) and GO act as the fluorophore and quencher, respectively. This
design has further broadened the range of applications for GO-based molecular
beacons. Compared with other label-free DNAzyme-based fluorescent platforms,
this novel strategy not only maintains the high catalytic activity of Cu2+-dependent
DNAzyme, but also effectively improves the fluorescence signal [54].

Understanding and precisely controlling the binding at nano-bio interface is
important in basic surface science research, biomedical engineering, biosensor
development and nanotechnology. Huang et al. demonstrated the synergistic pH
effect on the binding of the aptamer to its target and to GO [55]. They systemically
studied that the GO/aptamer system can be reversibly operated by changing the
solution pH. At lower pH, the aptamer/GO binding is enhanced while aptamer/target
binding is weakened, making this system a regenerable biosensor without covalent
conjugation. This method can work for the detection of small molecules and metal
ion targets. Moreover, they showed the dual control of the aptamer adsorption
allowed the use of this system as a molecular logic gate (an ‘‘AND’’ gate).

3.3 Graphene-Protein Nanoprobe Design and its Application

Biosensors based on the p-stacking interaction between DNA and GO has been
investigated to detect various targets (see Sect. 3.2). The marriage of graphene
with other biomolecules to develop novel biosensors with versatile features also
possesses great potential. To understand biophysicochemical interactions at the
nano-bio interface can provide great insights into the design of nano-bio probes.
Over the past decades, protein adsorption onto nanomaterial surfaces is believed to
mediate cell uptake and thus toxic responses, and has drawn increasing attention
(reviewed by Nel et al. [56]). Compared to DNA, there is little information on the
interplay of graphene and proteins or graphene-amnio-acid interactions and
graphene-protein-based nano-bio probe design. The high specific surface area
potentially endows graphene with larger protein adsorption capacities relative to
most other nanomaterials.

Recently, our group designed a novel GO-based biosensing platform
using peptides as probe biomolecules to specifically recognize the target, and
demonstrated its application for the protease activity assay based on FRET
between GO (acceptor) and dye-labeled peptide (donor) [57]. To the best of our
knowledge, this is the first work of GO-based biosensing platform with a
non-DNA probe, and opens new opportunities for designing more novel sensing
strategies. Fig. 3.2 shows the principle of the FRET-based peptide-GO biosensor
proposed in this work.

It is known that GO is an amphiphile with hydrophilic ionizable edges (-COOH
group) and a more hydrophobic basal plane [58]. Once the dye-labeled peptide is
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incubated with GO nanosheet, it can undergo stacking interactions with a largely
hydrophobic basal phane of GO via aromatic and hydrophobic residues, and also
show electrostatic function with ionizable edges via charged and polar residues.
As a result, the fluorescence of the resultant peptide-GO self-assembled biocon-
jugate is quenched immediately and greatly due to the strong energy-transfer
interactions between the dye molecule and the GO nanosheet (Fig. 3.2b). In the
presence of the studied protease, the peptide hydrolysis on GO nanosheet could
occur and subsequently release dye-labeled peptide segments from GO, and then
turn on the fluorescence from the default off state due to quenching (Fig. 3.2c).
Thereby the protease-catalyzed peptide-GO bioconjugate hydrolysis event is
translated into measurable fluorescence enhancement via the free-cleaved
dye-labeled peptide segments, which, in turn, results in real-time monitoring of
protease activity. This design takes advantage of two key features of the GO. First,
GO is suitably served as a ‘‘nanoscaffold’’ for the peptide, because the peptide can
be spontaneously absorbed onto the surface of the GO via the special amino acid
residues. Second, GO can work as a ‘‘nanoquencher’’ for the dye molecule that is
conjugated to the peptide.
To realize such a novel GO-based peptide biosensor design, we should understand
the absorption mechanism of the interaction between the peptide and the GO
nanosheet. Some attempts were done to illustrate that peptide-GO interaction
would work via the driving forces from electrostatic interaction or from specific
amino acid residues affinity. We first investigated the interaction between GO with
different amino acids. The results showed that only five amino acids exhibited the
absorption phenomena: three amino acids of lysine (Lys), histidine (His) and
arginine (Arg) with positively charged side chains; and two amino acids of tyro-
sine (Tyr) and phenylalanine (Phe) with hydrophobic side chains. It was observed
that the binding strength between the amino acids and GO follows the order
Arg [ His [ Lys [ Tyr [ Phe. The –COOH groups in the GO edges (pKa: ca. 5)
were ionizable and negatively charged in our experimental condition. Thus GO
absorbed with the amino acids of Lys, His, and Arg with positively charged side
chains via electrostatic interaction as a driving force. Tyr has a special role by

Fig. 3.2 Schematic illustration of the peptide-GO bioconjugate as a sensing probe to monitor the
proteolytic activity of thrombin. The peptide was labeled with fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC).
The cleavage point at Arg-Gly bonds is indicated by a dashed line. Reprinted from Ref. [57] by
permission of the Royal Society of Chemistry
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virtue of the phenol functionality, which can acts as an electron donor in the
reduction of oxides through the deprotonation of its phenolic OH-group. Epoxides
in GO edges are reactive. Based on the above facts, the absorption of Tyr onto the
GO can be attributed to the interaction between phenolic groups of Tyr and
epoxides of GO. This result was in good agreement with the recent study of
Deng’s group [59]. They developed a general protein-conjugated GO platform to
efficiently assemble the nanoparticles using bovine serum albumin (BSA) as
reductant via the Tyr residues in BSA. In addition, a theoretical study on the
interaction of aromatic amino acids with graphene and SWNTs demonstrated that
the aromatic rings of the amino acids (e.g. His, Tyr and Phe) prefer to orient in
parallel with respect to the plane of graphene via the weak p-p interactions [60].
This helps to explain the reaction between His, Tyr, Phe and GO nanosheet.
Moreover, we used His-rich peptide-functionalized gold nanoparticles (AuNPs)
for a color indicator to investigate the binding force between His and GO via
agarose gel electrophoresis assay. A conclusion can be drawn that His interacts
with GO by not only electrostatic but also p-p interaction, which was consistent
with the above amino acid analysis.

Based on the above fundamental measurements, a thrombin-recognizing
peptide was designed to test the general feasibility of this GO-peptide biosensing
platform for the protease activity assay [57]. The development of rapid and
simple methods for screening chemical libraries for novel inhibitors of proteases
is of great importance in the pharmaceutical industry. The GO-peptide-based
FRET assay was also investigated for monitoring the inhibition of thrombin
activity in the presence of inhibitors. This novel GO-peptide probe design offers
many advantages, including simplicity of preparation and manipulation com-
pared with other methods that employ specific strategies. Moreover, the concept
can easily be extended to construct a series of probes by simply changing the
peptide substrate sequence to monitor the hydrolysis activity of other proteases
and kinases.

Similarly, Ma’s group applied this GO-peptide-based biosensing platform to
matrix metalloproteinase 2 (MMP2) sensing using a FITC-labeled peptide that
contains the core substrate of MMP2, and its applicability has been demonstrated
by monitoring the concentration of MMP2 secreted by HeLa cells [61]. Wang et al.
developed a sensitive, simple, and robust intracellular protease sensor for high-
contrast imaging of apoptotic signaling in live cells based on intracellular delivery
of GO-peptide conjugate and caspase-3-mediated cleavage of the substrate peptide
[62]. Compared with the above prevailing strategy of noncovalent assembly for
graphene-based biosensor construction, the novel strategy of using of a covalent
conjugate proposed by Wang et al. can eliminate effectively the displacement of
peptide probes caused by protein adsorption, thus substantially improving the
stability of protease sensors in protein-abundant media.

Apart from the fluorescence quenching properties of GO toward fluorescent
dyes, it is also reported that GO has intrinsic photoluminescence [63]. Jung et al.
reported a GO-based immuno-biosensor for detecting a rotavirus as a pathogen
model via GO photoluminescence quenching induced by fluorescence resonance
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energy transfer (FRET) between GO sheets and AuNPs [64]. The antibodies for
rotavirus are immobilized on the GO array by a classical EDC/NHS reaction, and
the rotavirus cell is captured by specific antigen–antibody interaction. The capture
of a target cell was verified by observing the fluorescence quenching of GO by
FRET between the GO and AuNPs.

3.4 Other Graphene-Based Nanoprobes and Their Applications

Several GO-based biosensors have been developed by taking advantage of strong
adsorption of dye-labeled ssDNA or peptide onto the GO surface and subsequent
efficient fluorescence quenching of the dyes. As reviewed in previous sections, in
these GO-based sensors, p-p stacking, hydrophobic, and/or electrostatic interactions
play important roles in bringing GO and the dye-labeled probe into close proximity to
quench the dye fluorescence via resonance energy transfer. Additionally, GO pho-
toluminescence can also be quenched by FRET between GO sheets and AuNPs.
So far, the GO-based biosensors have been successfully applied to detect ssDNA,
metal ions, helices, small molecules, insulin, miRNAs, proteases, pathogens and
living cells. These sensors are strongly dependent on commercially available
dye-labeled DNA, peptide or protein as the probe, or quantum dots-modified probes,
as a consequence, their detecting targets are constrained due to the limited biorec-
ognition capability of these probes. In this perspective, it is highly desirable to
develop more general schemes to expand the target range for GO-based sensing.

Direct p-p stacking and electrostatic interactions between GO and fluorescent
dyes or chromophores provide great potential for the development of label-free
sensors. Cai et al. reported the design and synthesis of a water-soluble pyrene-
based butterfly-shaped conjugated oligoelectrolyte (TFP) and its integration with
GO for label-free light-up visual detection of heparin [65]. Efficient fluorescence
quenching occurred between TFP and GO because of strong electrostatic and p-p
stacking interactions, leading to nearly dark emission in the absence of analytes.
Addition of heparin to TFP solution significantly minimized the fluorescence
quenching of GO toward TFP, which allowed for light-up visual discrimination of
heparin from its analogues. This study demonstrated a new synthetic strategy to
develop GO-based chemical and biological sensors without the employment of
dye-labeled biomolecules.

Similarly, Wang et al. reported a GO-based bioassay using a conjugated
oligomer as the water-soluble neutral probe for ‘‘turn on’’ fluorescent detection of
Concanavalin A (ConA) and Escherichia coli (E. coli) [66]. They developed a
conjugated oligomer, which possess a high density of a-mannose side chains and a
relatively short backbone to increase water-solubility. By virtue of the fluores-
cence quenching capability of GO, the background fluorescence was low, which
ultimately led to efficient visual detection of ConA and E. coli with high sensitivity
and selectivity.
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Chapter 4
Metal Nanoparticles-Based Colorimetric
Probe Design and Its Application

4.1 Introduction

Molecular recognition plays a vital role in biological systems and can be often
observed in between receptor-ligand, antigen–antibody, DNA–protein, RNA-
ribosome, etc. Assays that enable rapid, sensitive, high-throughput monitoring of
molecule recognition are also demonstrated to be important in molecular/cellular
biology, drug development, biomedical diagnostics, food safety, environmental
monitoring, forensic analysis, and civil defence [1–3]. Biosensors, combining the
high selectivity of biomolecule recognition and the high sensitivity of advanced
optoelectronic transducers, are developed to effectively convert biological recog-
nition events into measurable physical or chemical signals. The recent advances of
nanoscience and nanotechnology open new opportunities for the application of
nanomaterials as signal transducers in biosensor-based assays. Metal nanoparticles
(metal NPs), such as AuNPs and AgNPs, are particularly useful in this regard due
to many unique properties. The metal NPs-based colorimetric sensors have been
widely developed for detecting various analytes including oligonucleotides [4, 5],
small molecules [6–10], proteins [11, 12], carbohydrates [13, 14], metal ions
[15–17], inorganic anions [18–20] etc. in homogeneous solutions, which depend
on the targeted analyte-induced reversible color switch between dispersion-
aggregation states of chemically functionalized NPs. The metal NPs-based col-
orimetric method can be easily monitored by the naked eye without advanced
instruments, which is increasingly becoming a routine bioassay that could provide
comparable or even better sensitivity and selectivity than conventional molecular
fluorescent assays. Metal NPs with sizes of 1–100 nm possess unique features like
high surface-to-volume ratio [21–23], quantum size effect [24, 25], and electro-
dynamic interactions [26, 27], which are responsible for observed optical, elec-
tronic, chemical, and magnetic properties. In this chapter, we highlight the
marriage of biomolecule recognition with metal NPs (AuNPs and AgNPs) for
colorimetric probe design and its applications.
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4.2 Sensitive and Rapid Colorimetric Detection of Biological
Thiols Using Nucleotide-Stabilized Silver Nanoparticles

Biological thiols, such as cysteine (Cys), homocysteine (Hcys) and glutathione
(GSH), play vital roles in a variety of important biochemical pathways [28, 29].
They are recognized as important biomarkers for various medical conditions in
view of their levels in physiological fluids, such as plasma and urine [30, 31].
Thus, it is highly desirable to develop a simple, rapid, sensitive, and economical
routine assay to detect these thiols. Recently, remarkable progresses have been
made in the development of colorimetric sensors for detecting cysteine. The
Mirkin group employed DNA-AuNPs bioconjugate as a probe for colorimetric
detection of cysteine [32]. But their method needs some complicated steps, such as
modifying DNA onto the AuNPs. To address this problem, the Li’s group utilized
AuNPs as a probe for detecting cysteine based on the aggregation of AuNPs
induced by the cysteine/Cu2+ complex [33]. However, this assay requires Cu2+ as a
cross-linking agent for AuNPs aggregation.

In view of colorimetric sensing, AgNPs are also of significant importance to
biological detection as an alternative of AuNPs. Similarly, AgNPs display a dis-
tance-relevant color, and higher extinction coefficient than that of AuNPs in the
same size [34], which entitle them to be utilized as ideal color-reporting elements
for colorimetric sensor design. AgNPs are usually prepared by reducing AgNO3

with citrate sodium, and the resultant nanoparticles are capped with citrate group.
It is well known that nucleic acid can interact with metal ions through nucleobases
and the phosphodiester backbone. Adenosine 50-triphosphate (ATP) consists of
adenosine and three phosphate groups, which suggest that it can serve as an
effective capping ligand during the nanoparticles growth process: adenine can bind
to nanoparticle surfaces due to the interaction between functional groups (amines,
carbonyls) of the nucleobases and the metal surface [35, 36], and the negatively
charged phosphate group can stabilize the nanoparticles against aggregation in the
phase of their growth through electrostatic repulsion. Enlightened by the above
facts, we developed a facile and more environmentally friendly method to syn-
thesize well-dispersed AgNPs by using ATP as a capping ligand, and demonstrated
their application for biological thiols detection as a color-sensing element.

In this section, we propose a novel strategy for colorimetric detection of bio-
thiols using ATP-stabilized AgNPs. Cysteine, a thiol-containing amino acid, can
be coupled to the surface of AgNPs by the form of Ag–S bond. At the same time,
cysteine may recognize and bind ATP via a proton bridge with the amino group in
position 6 on the adenosine ring of ATP [37]. The cysteine nucleophile forms a
bond with the phosphorus atom of the phosphate moiety, and the carbonyl of
cysteine forms a hydrogen bond with the hydroxyl in the nucleobase of ATP, in
that case, a crosslink network forms and induces the aggregation of AgNPs,
resulting in appreciable changes in color and absorption properties.

In this work, we synthesized the ATP-capped AgNPs, and tested the perfor-
mance of the two types of AgNPs (AgNP-1: citrate stabilized; AgNP-2: ATP
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stabilized) toward the addition of cysteine. Citrate-stabilized AgNPs (AgNP-1)
were prepared according to the classical citrate and NaBH4 reduction method.
Figure 4.1 illustrates the difference of absorption spectra between the AgNP-1 and
AgNP-2 and the color changes upon the addition of cysteine (Fig. 4.1b inset). An
absorption peak was observed at 400 nm that originated from the surface plasmon
absorption of AgNPs, and upon the addition of cysteine, the absorption peak of
AgNP-1/Cys red shifted to 420 nm, while the absorption peak of AgNP-2/Cys red
shifted to 520 nm with the color of the solution changed from yellow to red.
Cys-induced aggregation of ATP-stabilized AgNPs resulted in a decrease in the
plasmon absorption at 400 nm and the formation of a broadened surface plasmon
band around 420–520 nm. Considering that the ratios of the absorbance at 520 and
400 nm (A520/A400) are related to the quantities of dispersed and aggregated
AgNPs, we chose A520/A400 ratio as the indicator of the performance of AgNPs.
UV–vis spectroscopy of ATP-stabilized AgNPs showed a smaller A520/A400 ratio
compared to the citrate-stabilized AgNPs, which indicated the growth of AgNPs
using ATP as capping ligand was completed that coupled with a higher A400 and a
lower A520. Moreover, the spectrum of the ATP-stabilized AgNPs had the narrow
full width at half-maximum (FWHM), indicating that the synthesized ATP-
stabilized AgNPs were monodispersed and uniform.

Considering the appreciable changes in color and absorption properties of ATP-
stabilized AgNPs toward Cys, the potential of developing a novel colorimetric
probe for the determination of biothiols was assessed. To quantitatively detect
cysteine using ATP-stabilized AgNPs, UV–vis spectra of AgNPs in the absence
and presence of different concentrations of Cys were recorded (Fig. 4.2a). It was
observed that there were gradual decreases in the short-wavelength band
(*400 nm) whereas there were gradual increases in the long-wavelength band
(*520 nm) with increasing cysteine concentration. The spectrophotometric
changes were accompanied by yellow-to-red color changes (Fig. 4.2a inset). From
Fig. 4.2b, it can be seen that the absorption ratio (A520/A400) was sensitive to the
concentration of cysteine. In Fig. 4.2b inset, the linear range is from 0.01–20 lM

Fig. 4.1 a Typical absorption spectra of AgNPs (AgNP-1 citrate stabilized; AgNP-2 ATP
stabilized) in the absence and presence of 100 lM cysteine; b Absorption ratio (A520/A400) and
photographs (inset) of AgNPs in the absence and presence of 100 lM cysteine
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with linear equation Y = 0.0195 X ? 0.1086, where Y is the absorption ratio
(A520/A400) and X is the concentration of Cys (regression coefficient R2 = 0.9960).
A distinguishable color change can be monitored upon the ATP-stabilized AgNPs
challenged with 100 nM Cys. And the limit of detection (LOD) of Cys based on
three times of signal-to-noise level of the blank sample was estimated to be
10.4 nM, which had the similar performance as turn-on fluorescence probes of 10
[38] and 11.4 nM [33]. These data clearly illustrate simple, fast, sensitive, and
good linearity for the quantitative analysis of Cys by using the ATP-stabilized

Fig. 4.2 a UV–vis absorbance of ATP-stabilized AgNPs in solution upon addition of cysteine (0,
0.0001, 0.001, 0.01, 0.1, 1, 5, 10, 20, 50, 100, 1000 lM). Inset: photo of ATP-stabilized AgNPs
was incubated with varied concentration of cysteine (From left to right: 0, 0.01, 0.1, 1, 10, 100,
1000 lM); b Plot of absorption ratios (A520/A400) corresponding to the varying concentration of
cysteine. c Typical absorption spectra and d Absorption ratio (A520/A400) of ATP-stabilized
AgNPs in the absence and presence of 100 lM Cys, Hcys, GSH and various amino acids; e and
f The photographs of ATP-stabilized AgNPs in the presence of 100 lM analytes mentioned
above
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AgNPs. Notably, the limit of detection is much lower than the thiols content in
plasma (micromolar), which suggests that the present work has great potential for
clinic diagnosis.

To test selectivity, competing stimuli including various amino acids each at a
concentration of 100 lM was examined under the same conditions as in the case of
Cys (Fig. 4.2c, d, e, f). It was found that biological thiols (Cys, Hcys, GSH) result
in an obvious change in the A520/A400 ratio, while there was nearly negligible
A520/A400 ratio change when in the presence of other amino acids without thiol
groups at the same concentration. Observably, GSH had relatively weaker effect
on the aggregation of ATP-stabilized AgNPs compared to Cys and Hcys (about of
50% in the same condition), which might be due to its steric hindrance [39].
However, GSSG, which contains a disulfide bond, had little effect on the aggre-
gation of ATP-stabilized AgNPs.

In order to test the feasibility of our proposed method in real samples, we
studied the possible applicability of ATP-stabilized AgNPs for the direct mea-
surment of biothiols in human urine. Generally, aminothiols are present in urine in
two forms: reduced thiols characterized by the presence of an –SH function group,
impressionable to oxidation and nucleophilic displacement reactions, and oxidized
with disulfide bridges (-S–S-). The oxidized form encompasses symmetrical and
mixed disulfides [40]. After reduction with suitable regents [40], these thiols
become free in the urine, which then can be used for analysis. The unknown
concentrations of aminothiols in three different urine samples were measured by
the standard addition method using cysteine as the standard. The results are listed
in Table 4.1, which are in good agreement with those obtained in previous studies
[40]. Recovery of added known amount of Cys to the urine samples was in general
larger than 95%, which indicated that the present method has a promise in practical
application with great accuracy and reliability.

Since all of the nucleosides have similar functional groups (amines, carbonyls,
etc.) that could act as ligands for the metallic nanoparticle surface as well as phos-
phate groups along the backbone that could stabilize nanoparticles via electrostatic
repulsion, we further exploited the effects of the ATP analogs (ADP, AMP, GTP,
CTP, UTP, dATP, dGTP, dCTP, dTTP, PPPi, and PPi) on the stabilizing AgNPs.
There were significantly different A520/A400 ratios of the AgNPs formed with the
above ATP analogs, following the order AMP [ PPi [ PPPi [ dGTP [ dCT-
P [ ADP [ CTP [ dTTP [ UTP [ dATP [ GTP [ ATP. As mentioned above,

Table 4.1 Determination of the thiols in the human urine samples

Sample Determined aminothiols
(10-4 M)

Added cys
(10-4 M)

Measured
(10-4 M)

Recovery
(%)

RSD
(n = 8, %)

1 0.817 1 1.801 98.4 4.0
5 5.642 96.5 3.9

2 0.681 1 1.644 96.3 6.9
5 5.551 97.4 5.8

3 0.932 1 1.89 95.8 4.3
5 5.787 97.1 3.2
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the A520/A400 ratio can be used as a performance of the AgNPs. The lower A520/A400

ratio is, the better performance of morpha shows (monodispersed and uniform).
Thus, the ATP-stabilized AgNPs displayed the best quality of homogeneity and
stability in view of A520/A400 ratio. We further discussed that the differences between
these prepared AgNPs are mostly attributed to the following factors: the different
functional groups (amines and carbonyls) and the different negatively charged
phosphate groups present in the nucleotides, namely the more the functional groups
and negatively charged phosphate groups that exist, the greater the stability of the
formed AgNPs (e.g., ATP [ CTP; ATP [ ADP [ AMP). In addition, as most of
the nucleotides chemisorbed on the metal atom through multiple binding sites, the
different types of possible surface binding moieties (e.g., carbonyls and amides;
mono-versus polydentate) may also affect the observed affinities, as mentioned in the
literature [41]. The behaviour of the resultant AgNPs toward cysteine was also
tested, upon the cysteine added and incubated for 10 min at RT, the A520/A400 of all
AgNPs were changed to varying degrees. The ratio of A520/A400 in the presence and
absence of cysteine was calculated to illustrate the discrimination ability of the
AgNPs toward cysteine. The ATP-stabilized AgNPs had the best performance in the
discrimination of cysteine in a short time (10 min). And the GTP-stabilized AgNPs
had the same performance as ATP-stabilized AgNPs toward cysteine, which is
probably due to their structural similarity (consisting of a pyrimidine ring). More-
over, the AgNPs capped with ADP or AMP, which consist of the pyrimidine ring,
show the weaker performance than that of ATP, following the sequence
ATP [ ADP [ AMP. The results suggest that the different negatively charged
phosphate groups in the nucleotides influence on the stability of AgNPs and the
behaviour of cysteine-stimulated AgNPs. We found that the dATP-stabilized AgNPs
show less 50% of discrimination ability toward cysteine than that of ATP-stabilized
AgNPs. This gave a direct evidence for Cys-stimulated aggregation of the AgNPs
that the carbonyl of cysteine forms a hydrogen bond with the hydroxyl in the
nucleobase of ATP. Similar facts can also be illustrated from those of GTP and
dGTP.

In conclusion, we have developed a novel method to synthesize well-dispersed
AgNPs by using adenosine 50-triphosphate (ATP) as a capping ligand, and utilized
this ATP-stabilized AgNPs for highly sensitive and selective colorimetric detec-
tion of biological thiols by exploiting the interplasmon coupling in AgNPs. The
detection is based on the biothiols-induced aggregation of ATP-stabilized AgNPs.
The method allows selective determination of thiols as low as 10.4 nM, which is
comparable to the most sensitive method reported for thiols detection. This
sensing system was successfully applied to the determination of the total amnio-
thiols in the human urine, which suggested the present work has great potential for
clinic diagnosis. We believe that the nucleoside-stabilized AgNPs could be applied
as a more general colorimetric probe for sensing other biological analytes of
interest.
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4.3 Colorimetric Chiral Recognition of Enantiomers Using
Nucleotide-Capped Silver Nanoparticles

Chiral recognition is among the important and special modes of molecular rec-
ognition, which draws extensive attentions in the field of biochemistry, pharma-
ceutics, and drug development. The performance of the enantiomers of a chiral
molecule may exhibit remarkable discrepancy in terms of biochemical activity,
potency, toxicity, transport mechanism, and pathways of metabolism. For instance,
L-cysteine plays a vital role in the living system and its deficiency is coupled with a
number of clinical symptoms (skin lesions, liver damage, AIDS, and certain
neurological disorders), while the role of L-cysteine in the central nervous system
is not fully understood [42]. On the other hand, Soutourina et al. reported that
D-cysteine could interfere with many targets inside the cell, but the corresponding
sites of action of D-cysteine are unknown, and little information is available on the
occurrence and roles of D-amino acids [43]. To develop the means of discrimi-
nating between enantiomers of a chiral molecule is of critical importance in many
fields of analytical chemistry and biotechnology, especially in pharmaceutical
science and technology. Therefore, it is highly desirable to develop simple, rapid,
sensitive, and high-throughput routine assay for chiral recognition.

It is known that Metal NPs surfaces can exhibit intrinsically chiral structure.
Furthermore, chirality can be bestowed onto achiral metal surfaces by adsorption
of chiral molecules [44]. Recently, the chirality of these metal NPs has attracted
attention, and application in chiral technologies is an interesting perspective.
Considerable effort has been devoted to the synthesis and characterization of
chiral, optically active ligand-capped metal Nps [45–47]. However, the field of
enantioselective recognition using metal NPs still remains unexplored. In this
section, we present a simple and reliable colorimetric method for the separation
and quantitative determination of enantiomers in aqueous solution using uridine
50-triphosphate (UTP)-capped AgNPs without any prior derivatization and sample
preparation [48].

In this study, as a model system, L- and D-cysteine (Cys) were used to evaluate
the UTP-capped AgNPs on the colorimetric discrimination of chiral enantiomers
because of their biological importance and their inherent chiral structure [31, 42,
49, 50]. In the presence of D-Cys, an appreciable yellow-to-red color shift of UTP-
capped AgNPs can be observed. However, no color changes were found in the
presence of L-Cys. More importantly, UTP-capped AgNPs selectively interacted
with one enantiomer of cysteine from a solution of racemic cysteine, leaving an
excess of the other enantiomer in the solution after centrifugation treatment, thus
resulting in enantioselective separation.

The enantioselective interaction of chiral cysteine with UTP-capped AgNPs can
also be probed using UV–vis absorbance spectroscopy. An absorption peak was
observed at 400 nm that originated from the surface plasmon absorption of Ag-
NPs, upon the addition of D-cysteine, the absorption peak red-shifted to 520 nm
(Fig. 4.3c), and the color of the solution changed from yellow to red (Fig. 4.4a).
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D-Cys-induced aggregation of UTP-capped AgNPs resulted in a decrease in the
plasmon absorption at 400 nm and the formation of a broadened surface plasmon
band around 450–600 nm. No L-Cys-induced aggregation was found, as evidenced
by the fact that there is no color change (Fig. 4.4a) and significant UV–vis spectral
shift (Fig. 4.3b). Fig. 4.3d illustrates the significant difference in the absorbance
ratio (A520/A400) of UTP-capped AgNPs responding to L-and D-cysteine over
periods of 60 min.

The solutions of UTP-capped AgNPs mixed with L- or D- Cys (100 lM,
60 min) were centrifuged at 12,000 rpm for 5 min, a lot of precipitate can be
collected at the bottom of tube which contains UTP-capped AgNPs and D-Cys,
however, no obvious changes occurred in the L-Cys tube under the same condi-
tions (Fig. 4.4a, b). To test the feasibility of the UTP-capped AgNPs as enantio-
specific adsorbents, the resultant supernatant in D-Cys tube was again interacted
with UTP-capped AgNPs. In this case, no colorimetric change was observed, and
the significant UV–vis spectral shift (A520/A400) was also not detectable
(Fig. 4.4c). The results in Fig. 4.4 suggest that D-cysteine can selectively induce
the aggregation of UTP-capped AgNPs, and can be precipitated with AgNPs via
the interfacial encapsulation and crosslinking reaction. The work revealed the
potential of UTP-capped AgNPs to serve as enantiospecific adsorbents of chiral

Fig. 4.3 Time-course study on UV–vis absorbance of UTP-capped AgNPs in solution upon
addition of a H2O as a blank, b 100 lM L-Cys, and c 100 lM D-Cys; d Plots of absorption ratios
(A520/A400) corresponding to H20, 100 lM L-Cys, and 100 lM D-Cys. Reprinted with
permission from ref [48]. Copyright 2011 American Chemical Society
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species. To further confirm an enantioselective separation and enantiomeric
purification of the cysteine utilizing AgNPs, we applied UTP-capped AgNPs to the
racemic cysteine solution. The aggregation of AgNPs was selectively induced by
D-Cys, which allowed the precipitation of D-Cys with AgNPs (Fig. 4.4b), and left
a net excess of the other enantiomer in the solution, thus resulting in enantio-
separation. Similar to Fig. 4.4c, it was found that no significant UV–vis spectral
shift (A520/A400) was detectable in the resultant supernatant (Fig. 4.4d).

We further exploited the effects of the UTP analogs (ATP, GTP, and CTP) on
the stabilizing AgNPs toward the addition of L- and D-Cys. In our optimized
experiment, the best candidate for chiral discrimination of Cys was the UTP-
capped AgNPs, which showed an appreciable higher A520/A400 discrepancy
toward L-Cys and D-Cys.

The rational design and construction of optical active ligand-capped nanopar-
ticles for enantioseparation and chiral detection is of intense current interest.

Fig. 4.4 A photo exhibition of UTP-capped AgNPs toward 100 lM L-Cys, D-Cys, and DL-Cys
a before centrifugation, b after centrifugation. Plots of absorption ratios (A520/A400) corresponding
to c 10 lM D-Cys0, and D-Cys1 (the supernatant of 100 lM D-Cys0 reacted with UTP-capped
AgNPs), d 10 lM DL-Cys0, and DL-Cys1(the supernatant of 100 lM DL-Cys0 reacted with
UTP-capped AgNPs). Reprinted with permission from ref [48]. Copyright 2011 American
Chemical Society
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In this study, we have developed a novel nanoparticle-based biosensing platform
using UTP-capped AgNPs as probe element, and demonstrated its feasibility in the
application of colorimetric recognition of enantiomers based on absorption
chemistry. This novel AgNPs-based probe design offers many advantages,
including simplicity of preparation and manipulation compared with other meth-
ods that employ specific strategies. More importantly, our present sensor can
achieve the goal of translating an enantioselective molecular recognition event into
an appreciable color change via the aggregation of nanoparticles. This is the first
application of nucleotide-capped AgNPs based biosensing platform for chiral
recognition, and opens up new opportunities for the design of more novel
enantiosensing strategies and enantiospecific adsorbents, and expansion of its
application in different fields.

4.4 Colorimetric Assay for Phthalates Using UTP-Modified
Gold Nanoparticles Cross-Linked by Copper (II)

Phthalates are chemical compounds primarily used as plasticizers which were
added to plastics to increase their flexibility, transparency, durability, and lon-
gevity. In view of health concerns [51], phthalates are being phased out of many
products in the United States, Canada, and European Union. Mono-ethyl-hexyl-
phthalate, a metabolite of di (2-ethyl-hexyl) phthalate (DEHP), has been found to
interact with all three peroxisome proliferator-activated receptors (PPARs), the
members of the nuclear receptor superfamily. Phthalates belong to a class of
metabolic disruptors that activate the roles of PPARs in lipid and carbohydrate
metabolism [52]. Some phthalates, such as DEHP, dimethyl phthalate (DMP), and
di (n-octyl) phthalate (DNOP), can affect hormone balance in the human body.
In April 2011, a scandal was reported that phthalates, such as DEHP, and diiso-
nonyl phthalate (DINP), are illegally added to certain foods and beverages man-
ufactured in Taiwan. DEHP and DINP have legitimate uses as plasticizers in food
contact-packaging material, but they are not permitted as food additives. The
toxicity of DEHP was about 30 times that of melamine, and this scandal was no
less formidable than the melamine-tainted dairy products scandal that was detected
in China in 2008. Long-time ingestion of DEHP at levels above the safety limit
(1.5 ppm in Taiwan and Hong Kong) can affect hormone balance in the human
body, thus resulting in the confusion of baby gender, the decrease of male
reproductive ability, and female precocious puberty [53, 54]. To be concerned,
the scope of phthalate-tainted samples has still been reported to be expanded from
the food industry to the field of health-care products and medicines, which has
seriously jeopardized the public security and social stability. Therefore, it is of
paramount importance and urgency to develop a reliable and highly sensitive
sensor that can provide on-site and real-time detection of phthalates in food
products and medicines. However, current analytical techniques for phthalates in
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food products, such as gas chromatography/mass spectroscopy (GC/MS), all
require expensive and complicated instruments, making on-site and real-time
phthalate sensing difficult.

Interaction of nucleotides with certain metal ions has been investigated by
many groups [55–57]. Some researchers have revealed that Cu2+ can interact with
uridine and its analogues [58]. Moreover, Cu2+ can form coordination complexes
with various ligands. Recently, Cu2+-phthalate complexes have been reported to be
constructed on the basis of the interaction between Cu2+ and phthalates and can be
potent in vitro antitumor agents with ‘self-activating’ metallo-nuclease and DNA-
binding properties [59].

Enlightened by the above facts, we think that a cross-network can be formed
between UTP and phthalates in the presence of Cu2+ acting as a cross-linker based
on their interactions, and furthermore, this appealing event of cross-network
forming can be integrated with the unique properties of gold nanoparticles to
develop a novel colorimetric assay for phthalates. In this section, we present a
simple and reliable colorimetric method for the quantitative determination of
phthalates in aqueous solutions utilizing UTP-modified gold nanoparticles
(U-AuNPs) as a color indicator and Cu2+ as a cross-linker [60]. The aggregation of
U-AuNPs can be induced by phthalates in the presence of Cu2+ acting as a cross-
linker, coupled with the color of U-AuNPs that changed from initial red to purple.
The as-prepared U-AuNPs can be used as a selective indicator for phthalates.

The U-AuNPs were prepared by the surface modification of AuNPs with UTP.
A TEM image shows that UTP-AuNPs are highly dispersed in aqueous solution
and the average size is about 15 nm (Fig. 4.5c, image a). The as-prepared
U-AuNPs were red in color and showed a characteristic absorption peak at
520 nm, which was ascribed to the surface plasmon resonance of the AuNPs. The
U-AuNPs solution can be highly stabilized against aggregation due to the negative
capping agent’s electrostatic repulsion between AuNPs. In the presence of 10 g/L
phthalates dissolved in ethanol, the U-AuNPs can be also highly stabilized against
aggregation, which can be evidenced by the profile of the absorption spectrum and
the TEM image (Fig. 4.5). When the U-AuNPs were challenged to Cu2+ with
varied concentrations, the absorption ratio (A610/520) of U-AuNPs was sensitive to
the concentrations of Cu2+. Moreover, it is noteworthy that in the presence of
0.4 lM Cu2+, the U-AuNPs can be highly stabilized against aggregation, however,
in the simultaneous presence of 0.4 lM Cu2+ and 10 g/L phthalates, significant
absorption changes of U-AuNPs can be detected (an obvious decrease in the
plasmon absorption at 520 nm and a strong increase in the surface plasmon band
from 600 to 650 nm). The simultaneous presence of phthalates and Cu2+, a cross-
network between U-AuNPs and phthalates was formed, in which Cu2+ acted as a
cross-linker to induce the aggregation of U-AuNPs and resulted in shift of the SPR
absorption band of U-AuNPs to a longer wavelength, and consequently a color
change from red to blue or purple. The phthalate-stimulated aggregation of
U-AuNPs cross-linked by Cu2+ was also verified by the TEM image. In order to
test the specificity of Cu2+ acting as a cross-linker for detection of phthalates,
certain competing metal ions including 0.4 lM K+, Ba2+, Na+, Mn2+, Zn2+, Fe3+,
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Mg2+, Ca2+ were examined under the same conditions as in the case of 0.4 lM
Cu2+. From the results, it was found that only the presence of Cu2? can result in
an obvious change in the absorption ratio (A610/A520) of U-AuNPs upon the
addition of phthalates, accompanied with appreciable color switch, while there
were nearly negligible changes in the absorption ratio (A610/A520) and color when
in the presence of other metal stimulus.

We further exploited the effects of the UTP analogs (ATP, GTP, CTP, dATP,
dGTP, dCTP, dTTP) on the stabilizing AuNPs toward the addition of Cu2+ and
phthalates. In our optimized experiment, the best candidate for the detection of
phthalates was the UTP-modified AuNPs, which showed an appreciable higher
A610/A520 for phthalates sensing. These experimental results demonstrated that
copper (II) ion can form coordination complexes with UTP and phthalates.

Considering the appreciable changes in color and absorption properties of
U-AuNPs toward phthalates, the potential of developing a novel colorimetric
probe for the determination of phthalates was assessed. As a proof-of-concept
experiment, the as-prepared U-AuNPs were challenged to DEHP, the most widely
used phthalates, in the presence of Cu2+. The kinetic behaviors of absorption ratio
(A610/A520) of U-AuNPs responding to DEHP in the presence of 0.4 lM Cu2+ was

Fig. 4.5 a Typical absorption spectra of the U-AuNPs in the absence or presence of phthalates
upon the simultaneous presence of various metal ions including 0.4 lM K+, Ba2+, Na+, Mn2+,
Zn2+, Fe3+, Mg2+, Ca2+, and Cu2+. b Bars represent the absorption ratio (A610/A520) of the
U-AuNPs in the absence or presence of phthalates upon the simultaneous addition of various
metal ions mentioned above. c TEM images of U-AuNPs (image a) and the U-AuNPs in the
presence of 0.4 lM Cu2+ (image b), 10 g/L phthalates (image c), and 0.4 lM Cu2+ ? 10 g/L
phthalates (image d). Reprinted from Ref. [60] by permission of the Royal Society of Chemistry
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monitored. The phthalate-stimulated aggregation of U-AuNPs in the presence of
Cu2+ was rapid, and the assay exhibited a nearly saturated signal within 5 min.
Then, the different concentrations (0, 0.5, 1, 10, 50, 100, 1000, 5000, and
10000 ppm) of DEHP from one stock solution were added to the U-AuNPs probes
in the presence of 0.4 lM Cu2+. As presented in Fig. 4.6a, with the addition of an
increasing concentration of DEHP to the suspension of U-AuNPs in the presence
of 0.4 lM Cu2+, an obvious decrease in the absorption peak at 520 nm and an
increase in the absorption peak from 600 to 650 nm were clearly detected. These
results were further confirmed by the color of the U-AuNPs which gradually
changed from initially red to finally purple (image in Fig. 4.6). The sensitivity of
the U-AuNPs probe for the DEHP was also investigated. From Fig. 4.6b, it can be
seen that the absorption ratio (A610/A520) is sensitive to the concentration of
DEHP. The limit of detection of DEHP using U-AuNPs probe was approximately
0.5 ppm, which was lower than the MAL (maximum allowable level) of DEHP
(1.5 ppm) defined in Taiwan and Hong Kong. To the best of our knowledge, it is
one of the most sensitive methods for the detection and analysis of phthalates,
more importantly, this is the first application of AuNP-based probe for rapid and
sensitive colorimetric assay for phthalates.

Furthermore, a variety of phthalates including DMP and DNOP and some
competing stimulus including ethyl benzoate, phthalate acid, sodium oxalate, and
sodium citrate were challenged to U-AuNPs probes in the presence of 0.4 lM Cu2+

under the same conditions as in the case of DEHP. The results demonstrated the
excellent selectivity of this approach applied in phthalates detection (Fig. 4.7a, b).
Therefore, a simple, sensitive, and reliable colorimetric probe for phthalates sensing

Fig. 4.6 a UV–vis absorbance of U-AuNPs in solution upon addition of varied concentration of
DEHP (0, 0.5, 1, 10, 50, 100, 1000, 5000, and 10000 ppm) in the presence of 0.4 lM Cu2+ acting
as a cross-linker. b Plot of absorption ratios A610/A520 corresponding to the DEHP concentration
in the range 0–10000 ppm in the presence of 0.4 lM Cu2+. Inset: magnification of the plot of
absorption ratios A610/A520 corresponding to the DEHP concentration in the range 0–100 ppm in
the presence of 0.4 lM Cu2+. A Photo of U-AuNPs incubated with varied concentration of DEHP
in the presence of 0.4 lM Cu2+ was listed. Reprinted from Ref. [60] by permission of the Royal
Society of Chemistry
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has been proved using U-AuNPs as a color indicator with Cu2+ acting as a cross-
linker. To determine whether this colorimetric sensor could be applied to phthalates
detection in real food and beverage samples, we first prepared a raw sample tainted
with DEHP including tea drinks, carbonated drinks, juice drinks and vegetable
protein drinks (detailed information in ref [60]). Then, a colorimetric assay for
phthalate-tainted sample was conducted by the way described above. As shown in
Fig. 4.7c, the sole addition of blank raw food and beverage to the U-AuNPs sensor
solution did not lead to a distinguishable color change. However, when the samples
with 1, 10, 100, 500, 1000, 5000 and 10000 ppm DEHP were added to the sensor
solution, respectively, a red-to-purple color change could be clearly observed,
coinciding with the increasing absorption ratio (A610/A520) demonstrated in
Fig. 4.7d. Thus, the U-AuNPs system is a potential tool for rapid and sensitive assay
of phthalates in food and beverage samples without complicated pretreatment and
instrument.

Food safety has been one of the concerns in our daily life. There are so many
scandals reporting that unessential substances are illegally added to certain foods
and medicines resulting in human health poisoning, which has seriously

Fig. 4.7 a UV–vis absorbance of U-AuNPs in solution upon addition of various phthalates
including 10 g/L of DMP, DNOP and DEHP and certain competing stimulus including 10 g/L
ethyl benzoate, phthalate acid, sodium oxalate and sodium citrate. b Plot of absorption ratios
A610/A520 corresponding to analytes mentioned above. c Visual color change of the U-AuNPs
sensor system without any addition and with the addition of raw samples tainted with 1, 10, 100,
500, 1000, 5000 and 10000 ppm DEHP. d The corresponding absorption ratio A610/A520.
Reprinted from Ref. [60] by permission of the Royal Society of Chemistry
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jeopardized the public security and social stability. Therefore, it is of paramount
importance and urgency to develop a reliable and highly sensitive sensor that can
provide on-site and real-time detection of additives in food products and medicines.

In this work, we have developed a novel AuNP-based sensing probe using UTP-
modified gold nanoparticles (U-AuNPs) as an indicator and demonstrated its fea-
sibility in the application of colorimetric assay of phthalates in the presence of Cu2+

as a cross-linker based on absorption chemistry. This novel U-AuNPs probe offers
many advantages, including simplicity of preparation and manipulation compared
to other methods that employ specific strategies for phthalate detection. The
aggregation of U-AuNPs was selectively induced by phthalates coupled with Cu2+,
which allowed the rapid colorimetric sensing of phthalates without complicated
sample preparation and sophisticated instruments. It demonstrated superior sensi-
tivity with a detection limit of phthalate of ca. 0.5 ppm, satisfactorily meeting the
current MAL (1.5 ppm). To the best of our knowledge, it is one of the most
sensitive methods for the detection and analysis of phthalates, more importantly,
this is the first application of AuNP-based probe for colorimetric recognition of
phthalates, and opens new opportunities for the design of more novel-sensing
strategies and expansion of its application in different fields.

4.5 Multiplexed Analysis of Ag+ and Hg2+ Using
Oligonucleotide-Metal Nanoparticle Conjugates

Mercury and silver are two of the most hazardous metal pollutants, and they are
widely distributed in ambient air, water, soil, and even food [61, 62]. Ag+ ions are
reported to inactivate sulfhydryl enzymes and accumulate in the body [63], and
considered to be one of the heavy metal ions that can cause environmental pol-
lution for water resources [64]. While long-term exposure to high levels of mer-
cury can lead to a variety of adverse health effects, such as damage to the brain,
nervous system, immune system, and many other organs [65, 66].

Hg2+ is reported to selectively coordinate thymine (T) bases and form stable
T-Hg2+-T complexes. Based on this concept, two strands of DNA, which are
designed to be complementary except for a single T–T mismatch, are used to
modify the surface of the metal nanoparticles. The resulting two types of DNA-
functionalized AuNPs are selectively aggregated in the presence of Hg2+ based on
T-Hg2+-T coordination [67]. Like T-Hg2+-T coordination chemistry, Ag+ ion can
also be exclusively captured by cytosine–cytosine (C–C) in DNA duplexes to form
Ag+-cytosine complexes. AgNPs functionalized with cytosine-(C)-rich oligonu-
cleotide can selectively aggregate in the presence of Ag+ based on the formation of
C-Ag+-C complexes [68], although these methods all show good sensitivity and
selectivity to Hg2+ or Ag+. However, the analysis of these two metal ions simul-
taneously utilizing AuNPs and AgNPs in a single step in homogeneous solution
remains a challenge.
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In this section, we unveil a simple method for simultaneously sensing Hg2+ and
Ag+ via a mixture of T-rich oligonucleotide-AgNPs (AgNPs-T-ssDNA) and C-rich
oligonucleotide-AuNPs (AuNPs-C-ssDNA) conjugates [19]. Namely, the presence
of Ag+, the AuNPs-C-ssDNA color will be changed due to the aggregation of
AuNPs in salt solution, from which Ag+ can be recognized, while the presence of
Hg2+ will change the color of AgNPs-T-ssDNA in salt solution. In cases where
there is presence of these two metal ions, the preferred color of AuNPs-C-ssDNA
and AgNPs-T-ssDNA both have been changed in salt solution. The color change
can be identified with the naked eye or by UV–vis measurement.

According to previous reports [69], when HS-C-ssDNA is covalently labeled
onto the AuNPs to produce the AuNPs-C-ssDNA complex, HS-C-ssDNA can
enhance the stability of AuNPs against aggregation caused by salt. Solution of
AuNPs-C-ssDNA appears red, and has a surface plasma resonance absorption peak
at about 520 nm in the UV–vis spectra. However, such stability can still be
obviously destroyed by the hybridization of HS-C-ssDNA tagged on the AuNPs
with its complementary strand (Ag+-stimulated forming of C-Ag+-C complex).
That is because the repulsive interactions from phosphate back-bones on ssDNA
are greatly decreased by formation of the rigid double strands.

In this work, in the presence of different concentrations of Ag+, the AuNPs-
C-ssDNA/Ag+ colloid aggregated easily in NaNO3-MOPS buffer coupled with
color change from red to purple (Fig. 4.8a, 60 nM, 600 nM and 3.0 lM) even dark
blue with higher concentration of Ag+ (Fig. 4.8a, 10 and 20 lM) within 1 min.
Additionally, in the UV–vis spectra, plasmon peaks at 520 nm of AuNPs
decreased and the ones at 650 nm increased with increasing concentration of Ag+

(Fig. 4.8b). The reason for such results is that, in the presence of Ag+, each Ag+

ion combines two C-bases in the neighboring strands on the same AuNPs or on the
other AuNPs, forming the double strand structure, so the stability of AuNPs was
obviously destroyed as described above. In the optimized conditions, the con-
centration of Ag+ of 60 nM can be being discriminated by naked eyes (Fig. 4.8a).
The absorption ratio between 650 and 520 nm (A650/A520) was employed to
quantitatively determine the concentration of Ag+. As shown in Fig. 4.8c, the
A650/A520 ratio showed a sensitive function toward Ag+ concentrations. A linear
correlation was obtained between the A650/A520 ratio and the concentration of Ag+

ions from 0 to 200 nM (R2 = 0.9993), and the limit of detection (LOD) of Ag+

based on the three times of signal-to-noise level of the blank sample was estimated
to be 1 nM. This detection limit was better than those of previous reports using
fluorescence probe (10 nM) [70], chromogenic method (130 nM) [71], and
DNAzyme biosensor (6.3 nM) [72]. A series of 8 independent measurements of
100 nM Ag+ were used for estimating the precision, and the relative standard
deviation (RSD) was calculated to be 3.2%, which showed that the proposed
AuNP-C-ssDNA biosensor had good reproducibility.

To demonstrate the selectivity of colloidal solutions of AuNPs-C-ssDNA
toward Ag+, other competing metal ions including Zn2+, Cu2+, Co2+, Ni2+, Ca2+,
Mg2+, Mn2+, Fe3+, Cd2+, Pb2+, Hg2+, Al3+ were examined under the same con-
ditions as Ag+. As a result, in the presence of 20 lM of Ag+, the color of the
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colloidal solutions of AuNPs-C-ssDNA/Ag+ quickly turned from red to dark blue
(because each Ag+ ion combined two C-bases in the neighboring strands forming
the double strand structure). But when Ag+ were replaced by 20 lM of other metal
ions, the color of the solutions AuNPs-C-ssDNA/Metal ions remained almost
similar to the blank (Fig. 4.8e, inset). Therefore, the competing metal ions men-
tioned above cannot bring interferences to Ag+ detection in this work.

Fig. 4.8 a Digital photo of colorimetric AuNPs-C-ssDNA sensor response to different
concentrations of Ag+ in NaNO3-MOPS buffer. b UV–vis absorption spectra response of
AuNPs-C-ssDNA upon different concentrations of Ag+ in NaNO3-MOPs buffer. c Plot of the
absorption ratio (A650/A520) of different concentrations of Ag+ (from 0 nM to 20 lM). Inset: Plot
of the absorption ratio (A650/A520) of Ag+ from 1 nM to 200 nM. d UV–vis absorption spectra
response of AuNPs-C-ssDNA upon 20 lM Ag+ and 20 lM other competing metal ions in
NaNO3-MOPS buffer. e The absorption ratio (A650/A520) in the presence of 20 lM Ag+ and
20 lM other competing metal ions. Inset: Color change of AuNPs-C-ssDNA sensing system
treated with 20 lM Ag+ and 20 lM other competing metal ions. Reprinted from Ref. [19] by
permission of the Royal Society of Chemistry
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Like AuNPs-C-ssDNA colloidal solutions, colloidal solutions of AgNPs-
T-ssDNA can also provide high stability against salt, and such stability can still be
obviously destroyed by the hybridization of SH-T-ssDNA tagged on the AgNPs
with its complementary strand (Hg2+-stimulated forming of T-Hg2+-T complex),
leading to easier aggregations of AgNPs colloid and display different colors.
Fig. 4.9 shows UV–vis absorption spectra and the corresponding photographs of
AgNPs-T-ssDNA colloidal solutions treated with 0–20 lM Hg2+ in NaNO3-MOPS
buffer. After the different concentrations of Hg2+ were added into AgNPs-
T-ssDNA colloidal solutions, each Hg2+ ion combined two T-bases in the neigh-
boring strands forming the double strand structure, the AgNPs-T-ssDNA/Hg2+

colloid aggregated easily in salt solution, and displayed different colors. Here, the
color change was also highly dependent on the concentrations of Hg2+ (Fig. 4.9a).
In the UV–vis absorption spectra, with the increase of Hg2+ concentration, the
plasmon peaks at 390 nm gradually decreased and meanwhile the shoulder
absorption band at 530 nm gradually increased. It should be noted that in this
system, when the concentration of Hg2+ in AgNPs-T-ssDNA solutions increased,
changes in UV–vis spectra of AgNPs were mainly manifested in the decline of
plasmon peaks at 390 nm, meanwhile the increase of shoulder absorption band at
530 nm was not too high, and it was only evident with the presence of relatively
higher concentration of Hg2+ (Fig. 4.9b). In the optimized conditions, when the
concentration of Hg2+ was as low as 100 nM, a slight color change of AgNPs-
T-ssDNA colloidal solution can be discriminated by naked eyes (Fig. 4.9a). The
absorption ratio A530/A390 was employed to quantitatively determine the con-
centration of Hg2+. A linear correlation was obtained between the A530/A390 and
the concentration of Hg2+ ions from 0 to 200 nM (R2 = 0.9962) with the lowest
detectable concentration of 1 nM based on the three times of signal-to-noise level
of the blank sample (Fig. 4.9c inset). This sensitivity was better than those of
previous reports using fluorescence (40 nM) [73], sensitive electrochemical
method (10 nM) [74], and had the same performance as surfactant-templated
mesoporous silica based method (2 nM) [75]. The RSD was 4.3% corresponding
to 100 nM Hg2+ (n = 8). It showed that the proposed AgNP-T-ssDNA biosensor
had good reproducibility.

The selectivity of AgNPs-T-ssDNA colloidal solution toward Hg2+ (Fig. 4.9d,
e) was similar with that of the selectivity of AuNPs-C-ssDNA colloidal solution
toward Ag+ as discussed above. Experimental results given in Fig. 4.9d, e indicate
that through color observation and UV–vis absorption spectra, the competing
metal ions (Zn2+, Cu2+, Co2+, Ni2+, Ca2+, Mg2+, Mn2+, Fe3+, Cd2+, Pb2+, Ag+,
Al3+) cannot bring interferences to Hg2+ detection in this work.

A mixture of 11.5 nM AuNPs-C-ssDNA and 8.4 nM AgNPs-T-ssDNA col-
loidal solutions with equal volume was prepared and treated with different con-
centrations (0–20 lM) of Ag+ or Hg2+ or different concentrations (0–20 lM) of a
mixture of Ag+ and Hg2+, and finally a sufficient amount of salt (0.05 M NaNO3 as
final concentration) was added before discriminated by naked eyes or UV–vis
measurement (Fig. 4.10). In the presence of Ag+ (0–20 lM) and absence of Hg2+

in the mixture of AuNPs-C-ssDNA and AgNPs-T-ssDNA solutions, the plasmon
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peaks at 520 nm of AuNPs gradually decreased and the shoulder absorption band
at 650 nm increased with increasing concentrations of Ag+, while the plasmon
peaks at 390 nm of AgNPs showed no change before and after the addition of Ag+.
The results described above can be interpreted by the formation of double strand
structure from single strands HS-C-ssDNA on the AuNPs through forming

Fig. 4.9 a Digital photo of colorimetric AgNPs-T-ssDNA sensor response to different
concentrations of Hg2+ in NaNO3-MOPS buffer. b UV–vis absorption spectra response of
AgNPs-T-ssDNA upon different concentrations of Hg2+ in NaNO3-MOPS buffer. c Plot of the
absorption ratio (A530/A390) of different concentrations of Hg2+ (from 0 nM to 20 lM). Inset: Plot
of the absorption ratio (A530/A390) of Hg2+ from 1 nM to 200 nM. d UV–vis absorption spectra
response of AgNPs-T-ssDNA upon 20 lM Hg2+ and 20 lM other competing metal ions in
NaNO3-MOPS buffer. e The absorption ratio (A530/A390) in the presence of 20 lM Hg2+ and
20 lM of other competing metal ions in NaNO3-MOPS buffer. Inset: Color change of AgNPs-T-
ssDNA sensing system treated with 20 lM Hg2+ and 20 lM other metal ions. Reprinted from
Ref. [19] by permission of the Royal Society of Chemistry
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C-Ag+-C base pairs in DNA duplexes. These suggested that the extinction display
of AuNPs did not affect the plasmon peaks at 390 nm of AgNPs in the system.
Conversely, when Hg2+ was added into the mixture of AuNPs-C-ssDNA and
AgNPs-T-ssDNA solutions, along with the increase of Hg2+ concentration, the
plasmon peaks at 390 nm of AgNPs gradually decreased, while the plasmon peaks
at 520 nm and the shoulder absorption band at 650 nm of AuNPs slightly
increased with the concentration of Hg2+ increasing from 1 lM to 20 lM. In this
case, the change of the plasmon peaks at 390 nm of AgNPs can be interpreted by
the formation of double strand structure from single strands HS-T-ssDNA on the
AgNPs through forming T-Hg2+-T base pairs. And in the presence of both Hg2+

and Ag+, the plasmon peaks at 390 nm of AgNPs and the plasmon peaks at
520 nm of AuNPs gradually decreased with increasing concentrations of Hg2+ and
Ag+, moreover, the shoulder absorption band at 650 nm increased (Fig. 4.10b). To
assess the impact of Hg2+ concentration on the results of quantitative determina-
tion of Ag+ concentration in this method, a series of combinations of metal ion
solutions (5 nM Ag+ ? 5 lM Hg2+), (5 nM Ag+ ? 10 lM Hg2+), or (5 nM
Ag+ ? 20 lM Hg2+) were added into a mixture of AuNPs-C-ssDNA and AgNPs-
T-ssDNA colloidal solutions. As a result, there were changes of the plasmon peaks
at 520 nm and absorption at 650 nm of AuNPs, but the absorption ratio at A650/
A520 did not change with different concentrations of Hg2+. This result showed that
the presence of high concentrations of Hg2+ did not affect the results of quanti-
tative determination of Ag+ in this system. Moreover, the increase of the plasmon
peaks at 520 nm and absorption at 650 nm of AuNPs in the presence of high
concentrations of Hg2+ was not due to direct effects of Hg2+ on AuNPs, but due to
impact of the color change of AgNPs (from pale yellow to dark purple) in the
presence of high concentration of Hg2+.

In this part, the absorption at 390 nm was employed to quantitatively determine
the concentration of Hg2+. A linear correlation was obtained between the
absorption (A390) and the concentration of Hg2+ from 0 to 100 nM (R2 = 0.9907),
and a detection limit of 5 nM was obtained using the method of 3r (Fig. 4.10c,
inset). The absorption ratio A650/A520 was employed to quantitatively determine
the concentration of Ag+. A linear correlation was obtained between the absorption
ratio (A650/A520) and the concentration of Hg2+ from 0 to 200 nM (R2 = 0.9913),
and a detection limit of 5 nM was obtained using the method of 3r (Fig. 4.10d,
inset). The selectivity of the system of AgNPs-T-ssDNA and AuNPs-C-ssDNA
toward Ag+ and Hg2+ was also tested; the results shown in Fig. 4.10e indicated
that the competing metal ions (Zn2+, Cu2+, Co2+, Ni2+, Ca2+, Mg2+, Mn2+, Fe3+,
Cd2+, Pb2+, Al3+) bring little interference to Ag+ and Hg2+ detection in this work.

To test the potential of the proposed method for simultaneous analysis of Hg2+

and Ag+ in environmental samples, a water sample was collected from the Qin
Chun River in the campus of the East China University of Science and Tech-
nology. The sample was first filtered through a 0.22 lm membrane to remove soil
and other particles, and then tested by the proposed technique. As a result, no
difference in UV–vis absorption spectra of AuNPs-C-ssDNA/AgNPs-T-ssDNA
sensing system occurred in the measured sample of river water and blank,
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indicating that Hg2+ and Ag+ were not found in this water sample. The result was
verified using our recently reported graphene-based fluorescence biosensor (data
not shown) [76]. Then, the water samples were spiked with mixtures of Hg2+ and
Ag+ at different concentration levels, the recoveries of 5, 50, and 100 nM Hg2+

were 110.2 ± 6.8%, 95.6 ± 2.2% and 82.8 ± 2.6%, and the recoveries of 5, 50,
and 100 nM Ag+ were 106.5 ± 5.6%, 96.3 ± 2.6% and 88.2 ± 1.8%,

Fig. 4.10 a Color change of AuNPs-C-ssDNA/AgNPs-T-ssDNA sensing system treated with
different concentrations of Ag+ and Hg2+ mixture. b UV–vis absorption spectra of AuNPs-C-
ssDNA/AgNPs-T-ssDNA sensing system treated with different concentrations of Ag+ and Hg2+

mixture. c Plot of the absorption (A390) of different concentrations of Hg2+ (from 0 nM to
20 lM). Inset: Plot of the absorption (A390) of Hg2+ from 1 nM to 100 nM. d Plot of the
absorption ratio (A650/A520) of different concentrations of Ag+ (from 0 nM to 20 lM). Inset: Plot
of the absorption ratio (A650/A520) of Ag+ from 1 to 200 nM. Reprinted from Ref. [19] by
permission of the Royal Society of Chemistry
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respectively. Therefore, the proposed method is attractive for monitoring low
levels of Hg2+ and Ag+ in water samples.

In conclusion, this work revealed a novel assay method for highly sensitive and
selective detection of Hg2+ and Ag+ by using a mixture of AuNPs-C-ssDNA/AgNPs-
T-ssDNA solution. This method allows for selective determination of Hg2+ and Ag+,
and lowest concentration of Hg2+ and Ag+ mixture detected by the UV–vis spectra
measurement was 5 nM, which is comparable with the most sensitive methods that
have been previously reported for detecting Hg2+ and Ag+. In addition, the use of
AuNPs-C-ssDNA-sensing system or AgNPs-T-ssDNA sensing system separately to
detect Ag+ or Hg2+ also achieved a lower detection limit of 1 nM. This sensing
system was successfully applied to the sensitive and selective detection of Hg2+ and
Ag+ in the water sample. We believe that the present approach holds great potential
for monitoring Hg2+ and Ag+ in environmental samples.
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Chapter 5
Metal-Nanoclusters-Based Luminescent
Probe Design and Its Application

5.1 Introduction

Nobel metal nanoparticles, such as gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) and silver
nanoparticles (AgNPs) (diameters greater than *2 nm) have been the subject of
intense research in the past decades due to their unique size- and shape-dependent
catalytic, optical, electrical, magnetic, and chemical properties [1, 2]. The metal
nanoparticles have proven to be of high utility in biochemical applications. When
the particle size is further reduced to smaller than 2 nm, these ultra-small metal
particles, called metal nanoclusters, can perform dramatically different optical,
electrical and chemical properties compared to nanoparticles. MNCs, such as gold
nanoclusters (AuNCs) and silver nanoclusters (AgNCs), normally consists of
several to roughly hundred atoms. They possess sizes comparable to the Fermi
wavelength of electrons and hence exhibit molecule-like properties, including
discrete electronic transitions and strong fluorescence [3]. MNCs are like molec-
ular species and size-dependent strong fluorescent emission can often be observed
upon photoexcitation in the UV–visible range [4]. Very recently, there has been an
explosion of interest in MNCs synthesis and their application in the area of bio-
chemistry, especially AuNCs and AgNCs. Gold is well-known to be highly bio-
compatible and has been used in treatments of human inflammatory diseases for a
long time [5]. Besides, AuNCs exhibit a potential for the targeted imaging of
cancer in vitro and in vivo [6, 7]. To explore potential application of AuNCs, it is
essential to synthesize stable, water-soluble individual AuNCs. Most AuNCs,
protected by thiol-related compounds such as reduced glutathione (GSH), were
prepared to emit fluorescence ranging from red to infrared (IR), but have low
quantum yields [8–10]. In addition, other novel ‘‘green’’ synthetic routes for the
preparation of red-emitting AuNCs used bovine serum albumin (BSA) [11–13],
lysozyme [14], insulin [15], trypsin [16], or horseradish peroxidase (HRP) [17]
etc., as the templates or capping agents. On the other hand, AgNCs have been
reported to show brighter fluorescence than AuNCs in solutions, which have
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received considerable attention in the past few years owing to their great promise
in a wide range of applications. Colloidal Ag is historically well-known to be
the core of most photographic processes. Fedrigo et al. firstly reported that gas-
phase and low-temperature matrix-isolated AgNCs can show discrete absorption
and fluorescence [18]. The synthesis of water-soluble fluorescent AgNCs was
reported by various methods, which were recently reviewed by Xu et al. [3].
Nowadays, metal nanoclusters-based analytical systems are a very active area with
the literature growing rapidly. In this chapter, we will review the recent
developments of metal-nanoclusters-based luminescent probe design and its
applications.

5.2 Metal-Nanoclusters-Based Luminescent Probes
for Nucleic Acid Detection

There has been ever-increasing demand to develop rapid, sensitive, and selective
bioassays for the detection of DNA in a wide range of fields including genetics,
pathogenics, molecular diagnosis, antibioterrorism and drug development [19, 20].
A particularly attractive molecular tool toward this goal is the molecular beacon
(MB), which is a dually labeled hairpin-structured oligonucleotide which can be
internally quenched as a result of the close proximity between a fluorophore
(donor) and quencher (acceptor), tagged at either end. In the presence of a target
DNA, which is complementary to the loop of the hairpin structure, the MB
undergoes a conformational alteration upon hybridization from a closed (hairpin)
to an open (linear) structure, resulting in the separation of the fluorophore and the
quencher and the restoration of fluorescence. Traditional MBs have been employed
in a wide range of applications, but they have some limitations, such as false-
positive signals, insufficient sensitivity, high-cost synthesis, and difficult selection
of dye-quencher pair in certain cases [21]. Various hybridization-based DNA
detection modes also have been developed, such as chemiluminescent [22, 23],
electrochemistry [24, 25], and colorimetry [26, 27]. These methods all require
labeling the probe or target DNA molecules with a reporter. Therefore, to develop
the label-free detection mode is more favorable.

In the past decade, metal nanoclusters (MNCs) with few atoms, exhibiting size-
dependent fluorescence emission, have been developed as a new class of fluoro-
phores, especially the synthesis of fluorescent AgNCs using DNA as templates in
aqueous solution has attracted extensive attention. The DNA-templated AgNCs
(DNA-AgNCs) exhibit outstanding spectral and photo-physical properties, which
are highly DNA sequence-dependent [28–30]. Richards et al. reported that the
photoluminescence (PL) emission band of DNA-AgNCs can be fine-tuned
throughout the visible and near infrared (NIR) range just by changing the sequence
of DNA [28]. These DNA-AgNCs hold great potential for many research fields,
especially in DNA-based nanomachines. Guo et al. recently demonstrated that
hybridized DNA duplexes can be used as capping scaffolds for the generation of
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fluorescent AgNCs and the formation of fluorescent AgNCs is highly sequence-
dependent. They have successfully applied these properties to identify the sickle
cell anemia mutation, and furthermore, more general types of single nucleotide
mismatches [31]. The highly sequence-dependent formation of fluorescent AgNCs
holds great promise in DNA-hybridization-based analysis. Similarly, Lan et al.
prepared fluorescent, functional oligonucleotide-stabilized AgNCs (FFDNA-
AgNCs) through one-pot synthesis and then employed them as probes for DNA
target and single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) [32]. In their work, the
FFDNA-AgNCs were obtained through the NaBH4-mediated reduction of AgNO3

in the presence of a DNA strand having the sequence 50-C12-CCAGATACTCAC-
CGG-30. The specific DNA scaffold combines a fluorescent base motif (C12) and a
specific sequence (CCAGATACTCACCGG) that recognizes a gene for fumaryl-
acetoacetate hydrolase (FAH). Yeh et al. reported that the red fluorescence of
DNA-AgNCs can be enhanced 500-fold when placed in proximity to guanine (G)-
rich DNA sequences [33]. On the basis of this new phenomenon, they have
designed a DNA detection probe [NanoCluster Beacon (NCB)] that ‘‘lights up’’
upon DNA target binding.

MicroRNAs (miRNAs), 19–25 nt non-coding RNAs, play vital roles in
numerous developmental, metabolic, and disease processes of plants and animals
[34]. The individual levels of miRNAs can be useful biomarkers for cellular events
or disease diagnosis, thus it is imperative to develop methods for sensitive and
selective detection of miRNAs. Most recently, Yang and Vosch successfully
developed a novel DNA-AgNC-based fluorescent probe for miRNAs detection
[35]. They showed that the red fluorescence of the DNA-AgNC probe is dimin-
ished upon the presence of target miRNA without pre- or post-modification,
addition of extra enhancer molecules, and labeling.

5.3 Metal-Nanoclusters-Based Luminescent Probes
for Metal Ions Detection

Cu2+ plays primary role in many regulations of biological process. However, due
to its widespread use, Cu2+ can also lead to serious environmental problems and is
potentially toxic for all living organisms. Low-dose (\0.9 mg/day) of Cu2+ is an
essential trace nutrient, but short-time exposure to high-dose of Cu2+ can cause
gastrointestinal disturbance and long-time exposure can even cause damage to the
liver and kidneys [36]. Many methods have been reported for Cu2+ detection, but
most of them are time-consuming and impractical for a real-time or high-
throughput format. Therefore, there is a high demand for a simple, rapid, sensitive,
and high-throughput routine assay for Cu2+ sensing.

Nucleic acids are known to interact with metal ions through nucleobases and
the phosphodiester backbone. Some researchers have revealed that Cu2+ can
interact with uridine and its analogues [37]. Cu2+ is a well-known highly efficient
fluorescent quencher due to its paramagnetic properties via electron or energy
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transfer [38]. Enlightened by the above facts, we think that a fluorescent assay for
Cu2+ can be developed utilizing a designed DNA-templated AgNCs (DNA-
AgNCs), and based on the fact that the interaction of nucleic acids and Cu2+ can
quench the fluorescence of as-prepared AgNCs via metal–metal interplay. Herein,
we presented a green chemical, simple and reliable fluorescent method for the
quantitative determination of Cu2+ using DNA-AgNCs in a label-free format [39].

DNA-AgNCs were prepared by reducing AgNO3 with sodium borohydride
(NaBH4) in the presence of a designed DNA template T1. The designed DNA
template T1 is a cytosine-(C)-rich ssDNA with the sequence: 50-AT-
CCTCCCACCGGGCCTCCCACCATAAAAACCCTTAATCCCC-30, which was
designed referring to the reported literature (Table 5.1) [40, 41]. Ag+ is reported to
selectively coordinate C bases and form stable C–Ag+–C complexes [21, 42].

To synthesize T1–templated AgNCs (T1-AgNCs), T1 and AgNO3 were mixed
in sodium phosphate buffer to form multiple C–Ag+–C complexes. Following
reduction with NaBH4, the T1-AgNCs showed strong fluorescence. The absorption
and fluorescence emissions were investigated to confirm the formation of AgNCs
(Fig. 5.1a, b). The as-prepared T1-AgNCs showed their strong fluorescence
compared to relatively low-fluorescent AgNCs using other control DNA (C1, C2,
and C3).

As shown in Fig. 5.1c, the as-prepared DNA-AgNCs exhibit strong fluores-
cence emission at 624 nm with excitation at 564 nm. The DNA-AgNCs are highly
dispersed in aqueous solution and become pink-red when illuminated by a UV
lamp with excitation at 365 nm (Fig. 5.1c inset). The quantum yield of the DNA-
AgNCs was calculated about 5.3% with Rhodamine 6G in ethanol as the reference
at room temperature using the reported method [43, 44]. Photostability of DNA-
AgNCs was investigated by illuminated samples with continuous excitation at
564 nm. The quantum dots (CdTe@CdS) were used as references. The results
show DNA-AgNCs exhibit much less photobleaching than CdTe@CdS quantum
dots. A typical transmission electron microscopy (TEM) image in Fig. 5.1d
showed that the DNA-AgNCs are monodispersed and uniform with an average size
of 1.8 nm. The DNA-AgNCs solution can be highly luminescent, however, in the
presence of Cu2+, the fluorescence of the DNA-AgNCs was found to be quenched
by Cu2+, which can be used as a selective ‘‘turn off’’ indicator for Cu2+ [39]. It is
worth pointing out that Lan et al. described a turn-on and homogeneous assay—
employing another DNA(C3)-stabilized AgNCs—for the highly selective and
sensitive detection of Cu2+ [40]. The shorter DNA template C3 is part of that of T1

Table 5.1 Sequences of DNA used in the work. Reprinted from Ref. [39] by permission of the
Royal Society of Chemistry

Name Sequence

T1 50-ATCCTCCCACCGGGCCTCCCACCATAAAAACCCTTAATCCCC-30

C1 50-GCTTCTTTGTTGGGTTCTTTGTTGCAAAAACCCTTAATCCCC-30

C2 50-AGCGTAGAGACTGACCGTACTGTGCAAAAACCCTTAATCCCC-30

C3 50-CCCTTAATCCCC-30
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(Table 5.1). In their system, the fluorescent enhancement (an emission band
centered at 564 nm) was attributed to the formation of the DNA-Cu/AgNCs to
reveal a more rigid structure of the DNA template and result in the Cu-AgNCs
being protected more completely by the DNA templates. However, in our work,
the C-rich DNA template T1 can capture more Ag+ due to the formation of
C–Ag+–C complexes, following reduction with NaBH4, the resulting DNA-Ag-
NCs showed strong red fluorescence, with an emission peak at 624 nm. In order to
verify whether the quenching fluorescence of DNA-AgNCs was due to the reaction
between Cu2+ and phosphate or base groups of oligonucleotide or the fluorescence
quenching by metal–metal interaction, ethylenediaminetetraacetate (EDTA),
a strong metal ion chelator, was used in competition with DNA-AgNCs for Cu2+.
The results showed that the chelation of Cu2+ by EDTA can slow down the
response rate of fluoresce quenching but not to break off it, and the recovery of the
fluorescence of DNA-AgNCs quenched by Cu2+ is unavailable (data not shown),

Fig. 5.1 a Typical absorption spectra of the fluorescent DNA-AgNCs (DNA template: T1, and
other control DNA: C1, C2, and C3). Inset: magnification of the absorption spectra of DNA-
AgNCs in the range of 300–850 nm. b The emission spectra of the fluorescent DNA-AgNCs
(DNA template: T1, and other control DNA: C1, C2, and C3) excitation at 564 nm. Inset:
magnification of the normalization fluorescence intensity (FI) of DNA-AgNCs (control DNA:
C1, C2, and C3) in the range of 0–0.028. c The maximum excitation and emission spectra of the
highly fluorescent DNA-AgNCs (Ex: 564 nm, Em: 624 nm). Inset: a photograph of the solution
of DNA-AgNCs illuminated by a UV lamp with excitation at 365 nm. d A typical TEM image of
the DNA-AgNCs. Reprinted from Ref. [39] by permission of the Royal Society of Chemistry
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which may confirm that the dominant factor of the quenching reaction is mainly
the metal–metal interaction.

Considering the appreciable changes in fluorescent properties of DNA-AgNCs
toward Cu2+, the potential of developing a novel fluorescent probe for determi-
nation of Cu2+ was assessed. As shown in Fig. 5.2a, with the addition of an
increasing concentration of Cu2+ to the suspension of DNA-AgNPs, an obvious
decrease in the fluorescent peak at 624 nm (I624) were clearly detected. From
Fig. 5.2b, it can be seen that the fluorescence ratio (I0/I) was sensitive to the
concentration of Cu2+, the fitting range is from 0 to 10 lM with an exponential
growth equation Y = 1.523*exp (0.3264*X), where Y is the fluorescence ratio
(I0/I) and X is the concentration of Cu2+ (regression coefficient R2 = 0.9960).
Additionally, a liner equation can be obtained from the concentration range of
0–1 lM (Y = 0.462 X ? 1.009, R2 = 0.9977). The limit of detection of Cu2+

based on 3r was approximately 0.01 lM, which has similar behavior to the
PMMA-AgNCs method [45]. It is one of the most sensitive methods for the
detection and analysis of Cu2+ in a label-free fluorescent format. To test selec-
tivity, competing stimuli including different metal cations were examined under
the same conditions as in the case of Cu2+ (Fig. 5.2c). It was found that Cu2+

resulted in an obvious change in the fluorescence, while there was nearly negli-
gible fluorescent change in the presence of other stimuli. The results demonstrated
the excellent selectivity of this approach applied in Cu2+ detection over other
metal cations (Fig. 5.2d).

In addition to evaluating the Cu2+ sensor in a pure buffer artificial system, we
further challenged the performance of the sensor in real world applications, i.e., in
real environmental samples. We compared the time-course fluorescence quenching
response of this assay upon reacting with blank river water and a river water
sample spiked with Cu2+ ions (0.5, 1, 5 lM). Importantly, this assay was inert
toward the blank sample, suggesting that the interference of materials in river
water, such as bacteria and pathogens, could not quench the fluorescence of DNA-
AgNCs probe. The fluorescence response of 0.5, 1, and 5 lM of Cu2+ ions was
appreciably discriminable, which satisfied the sensitivity requirement (*20 lM)
of U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) for drinking water, which indi-
cated that the present method has a promise in practical application.

For the metal ions sensing, other research groups also reported varied assays
based on fluorescent AgNCs or AuNCs. Tu et al. synthesized novel NIR lumi-
nescent reduced glutathione (GSH)-templated AuNCs (GSH-AuNCs) with emis-
sion peak maximum at 810 nm via a simple, rapid, and one-pot procedure, in
which the driving force was attributed to the heat-assisted reduction of gold
(I)-thiol complex. They demonstrated the sensing application for Cu2+ using these
GSH-AuNCs [46]. Durgadas et al. reported the use of fluorescent AuNCs syn-
thesized using BSA for the sensing of Cu2+ in live cells. The fluorescence of the
BSA-AuNCs was found to be quenched by Cu2+, enabling its detection in cells,
and the ‘‘turn off’’ of fluorescence can be retrieved by a Cu2+ chelator glycine [47].
Su et al. developed a simple and homogeneous ‘‘turn on’’ fluorescence assay,
comprised of 3-mercaptopropionic acid (MPA) and DNA-Cu/AgNCs in aqueous
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solution, for the detection of Cu2+. The fluorescence of the DNA-Cu/AgNCs was
quenched by MPA, and was recovered in the presence of Cu2+ [48]. Liu et al.
successfully prepared highly fluorescent and water-soluble AuNCs with NIR-
emission and Au@AgNCs with yellow-emission via a rapid sonochemical
approach, and the as-prepared AuNCs could be applied in the determination of
Cu2+ [49].

Apart from Cu2+ sensing, some heavy metal ions like Hg2+ can also be detected
via fluorescent metal nanoclusters. Ying and coworkers reported a Hg2+ sensor by
using BSA-stabilized fluorescent AuNCs, the sensing mechanism was based on the
high-affinity metallophilic Hg2+–Au+ interactions, which could effectively quench
the fluorescence of AuNCs [50]. Wei et al. reported the preparation of lysozyme-
stabilized fluorescent AuNCs by mixing lysozyme and HAuCl4 under basic con-
ditions, and its application as a Hg2+ sensor based on fluorescence quenching of
AuNCs [14]. Kawasaki et al. reported on trypsin-stabilized fluorescent AuNCs for
the sensitive and selective detection of Hg2+ [16]. Liu et al. reported a fast, robust

Fig. 5.2 a Emission spectra representing the quenching effect of different concentrations of Cu2+

on the fluorescent DNA-AgNCs; b Plot of fluorescence quenching effect (I0/I) of the DNA-
AgNCs at 624 nm incubated with various concentrations of Cu2+ (0, 0.01, 0.02, 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 1, 2,
5, 10 lM). c Emission spectra representing the effect of 2 lM different tested metal ions toward
DNA-AgNCs; d Fluorescence quenching effect [(I0-I)/I] of the DNA-AgNCs at 624 nm
incubated with a concentration of 2 lM different tested metal ions. Inset: photo of DNA-AgNCs
was incubated with a concentration of 2 lM different tested metal ions illuminated by a UV lamp
with excitation at 365 nm. Reprinted from Ref. [39] by permission of the Royal Society of
Chemistry
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microwave-assisted green synthesis of highly fluorescent AgNCs in the presence
of a common polyelectrolyte, polymethacrylic acid sodium salt (PMAA-Na), and
demonstrated the potential application for Cr3+ sensing based on the selective
quenching effect of Cr3+ on the fluorescence emission of the AgNCs [51].
Table 5.2 summaries the recently reported sensors for metal ions made from
fluorescent metal nanoclusters.

5.4 Metal-Nanoclusters-Based Luminescent Probes
for Cellular Labeling or Imaging

The advances in fluorescence microscopy facilitate the better understanding of
biological systems, numerous organic dyes with unique photo-physical properties
have been utilized as indicators for tracking processes in living cells [52]. It is
pointed out that imaging intracellular dynamics with organic dyes is hampered by
brightness, photostability, and strategies for specific labeling, especially in single
molecule studies [53]. The emergence and marvelous development of nanotech-
nology and nanoscience provides great opportunity for the cellular labeling or
imaging researches, which utilize novel nanomaterials with unique photo-physical
properties. Quantum dots (QDs), semiconductor fluorescent nanocrystals (diame-
ters *2–100 nm) typically contain a CdSe or CdTe core and ZnS shell. They have
been found to be superior to traditional organic dyes on several counts, such as
high quantum yield, narrow, symmetric and stable fluorescence, and size-depen-
dent and tunable absorption and emission [54]. However, the intrinsic toxicity of
QDs does harm to human subjects due to QD’s cadmium release [55], and self-
aggregation of QDs that occurred in the living cells fatally limit their practical

Table 5.2 Various types of sensors for metal ions made from fluorescent metal nanoclusters

Sensor
materials

Template or
capping agents

Synthesis method Detection
mode

Detected
element

Detection
limit

References

AgNCs DNA NaBH4 reduction Turn on Cu2+ 8 nM [32]
AgNCs DNA NaBH4 reduction Turn off Cu2+ 10 nM [31]
Cu/AgNCs DNA NaBH4 reduction Turn on Cu2+ 2.7 nM [41]
AgNCs poly(methacrylic

acid)
UV irradiation Turn off Cu2+ 8 nM [38]

AuNCs GSH heat-assisted
reduction

Turn off Cu2+ 1.6 nM [39]

AuNCs BSA basic conditions Turn off Cu2+ 50 lM [40]
AuNCs BSA sonochemical

approach
Turn off Cu2+ 0.3 nM [42]

AuNCs BSA basic conditions Turn off Hg2+ 0.5 nM [43]
AuNCs lysozyme basic conditions Turn off Hg2+ 10 nM [14]
AuNCs trypsin basic conditions Turn off Hg2+ 50 nM [16]
AgNCs poly(methacrylic

acid)
microwave-assisted

reduction
Turn off Cr3+ 28 nM [44]
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biomedical applications [56]. Another type of fluorophore frequently used is
fluorescent proteins, which has attracted attention as fluorescent labels in the last
decade [57]. A revolution in cellular imaging has resulted from the discovery and
development of the green fluorescent protein (GFP) from the jellyfish Aequorea
victoria, which was reviewed by Tsien [58]. Extensive researches were conducted
to refine the fluorescent properties of GFP from Aequorea victoria [59, 60], GFP
mutants, and related proteins from other marine species [61–63]. However, fluo-
rescent proteins may suffer from moderate brightness and fast blinking/photole-
aching [64, 65]. Recently, DNA-templated AgNCs have emerged as a novel class
of bright and photostable fluorophores, which can exhibit fine-tunable emission
spectra from blue to NIR wavelengths [28, 29, 66]. For in vivo imaging, the use of
red and NIR emitters is preferable, because there is a major drawback in using UV
and blue light. Several abundant biomolecules in cells show high absorption in UV
and blue wavelength ranges, thereby reducing light penetration through tissue,
moreover, many intracellular species exhibit weak fluorescence when illuminated
at these wavelengths, thereby increasing background [53]. Antoku et al. recently
reported that the NIR emitting C24:Agn can be introduced into living HeLa cells by
using lipofectamine as a transfection agent. Bright NIR fluorescence was observed
from inside the transfected HeLa cells, when exciting with 633 nm excitation,
opening up the possibility for the use of these C24:Agn clusters for biological
labeling and imaging of living cells and for monitoring the transfection process
with limited harm to the living cells [53]. Furthermore, Yu et al. reported that
DNA-encapsulated AgNCs are readily conjugated to proteins and serve as alter-
natives to organic dyes and semiconductor QDs. Stable and bright on the bulk and
single molecule levels, AgNCs fluorescence is readily observed when staining live
cell surfaces [67].

Apart from AgNCs, AuNCs also can be used as fluorescent probes for cellular
imaging, because the fluorescent AuNCs, with ultrafine sizes, do not disturb the
biological functions of the labeled bioentities [68]. Shang et al. recently developed
a facile strategy to synthesize water-soluble fluorescent AuNCs capped with
bidentate ligand dihydrolipoic acid (DHLA) [69]. They demonstrated the DHLA-
capped AuNCs possess many attractive features including ultra-small size, bright
NIR luminescence, high colloidal stability, good biocompatibility, and long
fluorescence lifetime ([100 ns), which make them promising imaging agents for
biomedical and cellular imaging applications, as an example, the internalization of
AuNCs by live HeLa cells was visualized using the fluorescence lifetime imaging
technique. Lin et al. successfully used water-soluble fluorescent AuNCs capped
with DHLA and modified with polyethylene glycol (PEG), BSA, and streptavidin
for cell imaging [70]. Retnakumari et al. demonstrated the potential of using non-
toxic fluorescent BSA-AuNCs conjugated to folic acid for the targeted imaging of
cancer [6]. Similarly, Wu et al. reported that the fluorescent BSA-AuNCs can be
applied in MDA-MB-45 and HeLa tumor xenograft model imaging [7]. Liu et al.
reported the synthesis of fluorescent AuNCs by using insulin as a template. They
demonstrated that the resulting insulin-AuNCs exhibit intense red fluorescence,
retain their bioactivity and biocompatibility and show versatility in applications
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such as fluorescence imaging, CT, and in vivo blood-glucose regulation [15].
Wang et al. developed a novel biocompatible marker for in vitro and in vivo
tracking of endothelial cells utilizing fluorescent AuNCs, and the results showed
that the fluorescent AuNCs-labeled cells not only exhibited a strong fluorescence
but also maintained intact angiogenic potential [71].
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